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Young Wild ,west Booming A Camp
I

•

OR, THE SHOT THAT OPENED A GOLD MINE

•

By AN OLD SCOUT
I

CHAPTER 1.-Sizzle Camp.
"So you're Youn_g- Wild West, eh?"
.
"Yes, that is the only n~me I remember ever
havin,e:."
,
"Y-0u're s'posed to be ther champion deadshot
of ther West, too, ain't you?"
"Well, I don't know about that. I believe there
are a few who put it that way. But that is bedluse I can shoot pretty well, and always stand
ready for a shootin.e: match, whether it is for
fun or for fair."
·,
"I reckon you're all ri.e:ht, my boy. You're jest
ther one we want here, too. I happen to know
that there's millions in gold an' silver in these
here diggirt's, an' I want you to help us boom ther
camp."
The 1,peakers were Young- Wild West, the wellknown boy hero and champion deadshot of the
West, and Jud,g-e Brown, the reco.e:nized leader of
the miners at Sizzle Camp, Colorado. The time
was a number of years ag-o, when there was not
much in the way of law and order in the• vast
region known as the "Wild West," and mininl!."
was carried on in a more crude style than at the
present. Young- Wild West and the friends who
traveled with him on his horseback trips throug-h--oat the wildest parts of the country, 111 search of
excitement and adventure, had arrived at the
eamp a little before noon on a bri,g-ht day in summer. The "judge" was just leavin_g- his claim to
g-o over to the "Miners' Joy," which was the name
of the drinking and .e:ambling- saloon that stood
in about the center of the mixed and irreg-ular
group of shanties and tents, when he saw tlte
})arty riding- alonll.' the dusty trail. He had waited
for them to come up, and after introducing- himself and learninll.' the name of our hero, the forea?Oinl! conversation .took nlace.
"You need a little help to boom the camp?" the
younl! deadshot asked, a smile showin.1? on his
handsome, boyish face.
"That's jest what we do. Youn_g- Wild West.
A
said afore, I 1mow that there's millions to
be dug- out ri.1?ht here. Most of the stuff is putty
well clown under the ground, an' what's needed is
somethin' in the way of machinery to ,g-it it out.
But most of 'em what's come here an' prospected
woul<l give it up too quick. They don't seem to

be satisfied when they kin find gold dust on the
top of the ground. Why, there ain't as many
here now as there was two months a.e:o. At that
time I reckon we could count up a round hundred. But you can't count eighty now, chuckin'
. in the women an' a few of the kids. If it keeps
on this way the place will be deserted an' then
all the. gold an' silver what's layin' , under the
.1?round waitin' for some one to come an' take
it out won't amount to nothin'."
"You seem to be Quite positive when you say
that you know that the stuff is here," the boy answered, as he looked keenly at the miner. · ·
"That's rig-ht. I've sunk · a couJ)le of shafts. an'
they wasn't anywhere close to each other. either.
Both times I've struck it rich, but I ain't g-ot the
means of .e:ittin' out the ore. I'll convince yer
that what I'm sayin' is true, Young Wild West.
You jest wait tj!l after dinner an' I'll show you
somethin' that's worth lookin' at."
"All ri,g-ht, judge. I'm pretty well satisfied that
you're a man not ll.'iven to exagg-eration."
"Exaggeration, eh?" Does that mean !yin'?"
"Somethin.1? like that, though not Quite as bad."
"Well, I ain't no liar, that's sartin," and the
judge laughed good-natur"edly.
"Well, Charlie," and the young deadsh~t turrie<l
to a tall, dark-comJJlexioned man who wore his
hair over his shoulders and sported a heavy black
mustache, "what do you think about it? Shall we
help Judi;(·e Brown boom the camp?"
"I reckon it would be all right, Wild," came the
reply. "The judge seems to be a putty decent
sort of feller, as far as I kin see, an' if you
kin help him any you mig-ht .iest as well do it.
Most likely there'll be somethin' in the way of
excitement an' maybe a little f}ghtin' to be done
afore we git throug-h. Boomin' a camp ain't .e:oin'
to be all fun, you know."
"If you're lookin' for excitement an' fi,g-htin' I
s'pose you kin find a lot of it here in Sizzle
Camp," Judge Brown retorted, as he turned to
the speaker. "There's a J)utty bad gang hangin'
out around here what's always lpokin' for a
chance to make trouble, an' git money away from
others. They ain't in the habit of doin' much
work, you know, but they want to live in luxury
an' let others pay for it."
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"Them's the kind·of galoots we're always want- creek, while Anna and Eloise lent their assistance
in' to run up ao-in."
to the Ch.inamen in putting the camp in shape.
'I'he judge smiled and nodded his head in a
"Great ginger!" exclaimed the miner. as he ·
satisfied way.
ceased talking about booming the camp and look"I reckon you folks is all right, anyhow.'' he-de- ed at those who were going so rapidly ahead
clared. "I've heard enough about you to make with the work. "Them two heathens sartinly
me feel sure .of it. Now then," and he scratched know their business, don't they? Jest see how
his head thoughtfully, "there ain't no use in vou Quick they've got them tents up."
tryin' to put up at the Miners' ~oy. There it is
"That's all right, judge. They've 'done it so
in about the middle of the camp. Maybe it's the many times that they have it clown fine, I· supbest shack there, but that don't
ean a e:reat pose."
deal. Why, there's only ' th.ree r< ms to it, an'
"Say, but you had a lot of things on them two
yet Ben Moody calls it a hotel."
horses, blamed if you didn't."
"No, I hardly think we would care to nut un
"We always see to it that we have about everyat that place," Young Wild West answered. with thing we are likely to need. Sometimes we are
a laugh. "But that makes no difference, judge. as long as a week without striking anything in
We are in the habit of camping almost anywhere. the way of civilization. That means that we
so we'll just put up our tents in some convenient should have plenty of- provisions as well as a good
place where we won't bother any one. I see outfit."
there's a stream skirting the. camp, and we al"Yes, I s'pose so. But it costs money to git all
ways like to be near water. Suppose we go over them things an' go ridin' all over, th.e country."
there to the left and stop there?"
"It certainly does, judge. But we happen to
"I reckon you kin go any place vou like, Y oune: have the money."
"Yes, so I've heard. Struck it rich when vou
Wild West," was the reply. "I've been elected
jedge here an' I s'pose I'm the one to tell strang- was only a little kid, didn't yer?"
"That's right, and I've been striking it rich ocers what they kin do an' what they can't do.
Why, you kin pitch your camp any place vou casionally ever since. That's why we are all able
like. It won't make no difference to me if you to go and come when we please. It's a sort of
want to stop right in the middle of what thev call • second nature to me to keep on the go all the
the street. ~ A funny old street, though, 1' and time and hunt up excitemen·t, while at the same
he laughed. "Sand up to vour ankles an' about time I am always ready to lend a helping hand ·
to any one who needs it. I have made a lot of
a crooked as a ram's horn."
enemies,
judge, but occasionally I make a friend,
"I liardlv think we'll stop in the middle of the too, and every
time I do feel myself. well paid."
street, judge. We'll go over to the left where
"I kin tell you one thing. Young Wild West, .
• that big pine looms up in such fine style."
you haye sartinly got a friend in me. But vou
"All right. I was headin' for the •miners' Joy had that much afore I ever seen ver, 'cause from
to git somethin' to sorter smooth down mv throat what I've heard tell of yer I couldn't help but like
a Jittle. But I reckon I kin put that off a little yer."
while, so I'll go witH yer an' see that you git
"Thank you," and the boy laughed lightly. ·
settled down all rid,t,'!
"It's true, jest the same,'' declared the judg-e,
Then the judge, who was a big-, broad-shoul- as if he thought the young deadshot was joking.
dered man, looked at the rest of the partv aues"Oh, I don't doubt you. But it must be twelve
tioning-ly and turned to walk on. Right here we o'clock, for I see Quite a few men heading toward
may as well mention that Young Wild West's the camp.''
companions consisted of his golde,n-haired sweet"Jingo! Is it as late as that?" and the judge
heart, Arietta Murdock; Cheyenne Charlie. the quickly pulled out his watch,
scout. and his wife Anna; Jim Dart, a Wyoming
"It sartinly is.'' he added, as he put the timeboy who was about the same age as our hero. and piece back in his pocket. "It's five minutes after
hia sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, and two China- twelve. Why, I forgot about gittin' that nip I man, Hop Wah and Winir Wah, who traveled with was after. But never mind. I won't bother you
them, acting as their servants. None of the party folks more for a while. Most likely you feel like
had dismounted when Judge Brown met them, gittin' your dinner. I see them two heathens is
so noddine- for the rest to come on, the younr.r pickin' up wood to start a fire. I'll see yer about
deadshot started his sorrel stallion, Spitfire. at a one o'clock, an' then I'll show yer somethin' that
walk and went on beside the man who was so will make your eyes open."
anxious for them to help him boom the camp as
"All right, judge. We'll take a walk over to the
he went along on foot. They were not lonJ? in Miners' Joy, as you call it, after ·we have
reaching the spot our hero had selected as their our dinner. There's nothini? like gettingeaten
stoppiJlJ? place, and when they had dismounted the Quainted with the people here, you know." actwo Chinamen lost no tin,e in proceeding to un"All rig:ht, you'll find a lot of 'em is all right.
load the pack-horses that carried the campinJ? True-blue fellers, you know. But there's some. as
outfit and supplies for the party. Right under I said afore, that don't amount to nothin', any
th.e spreading- branches of the big pine the two more than to make trouble an' steal what they
tent,; were erected, while Young Wild West and kin git their hands on.''
his sweetheart sat down and talked with. the
"Probably we'll be just as much pleased t6'
judge.
meet those fellows, too."
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart saw to it that
The judge bowed to the girls, and then started
the two horses were unsaddled and tied where off at a rapid walk for the shanty saloGn.
Ui,ey could (?et the benefit of the rich grass that
"Wild.'' said Cheyenne Charlie, after he had
•..nw upon and alonJ? the bank of the little £one, "I reckon thew fellers we met this mornin'
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ridin' along the mountain trail didn't have the
samP. opinion of this here place as the iedge has
got."
" ::;eems not, Charlie," was the reply. "They
told us th'at there was a camp here, but that it
didn't amount to anvthing-, and that in a month
or so there would be· no one living here. But I'm
inclined to believe that the judge is about right.
·!',fost p.ros-pectors give it up too soon. Just because no placers have been located around here
makes them think there is nothing worth while to
he found. But he is going to show us something
that will make oQ,r eyes 013en, so he says. It won't
take us long to form an opinion about Sizzle
Camp when he has done so."
"You kin bet your life it won't, Wild. If there's
any /!"Old Jiere we'll soon 1:fiow whether it would
be worth while to try minin'."
"One thing about the place, Wild," · Arietta
oRe up just then, "is that- it is rather prettily
i;ituated. I can't say that I ever struck a mining camp that was located as nice as this one is.
See the long hills on either side and the rich
foliage. Then far off to the east those blue hills
loom up to make a contrast, and these with the
blue !Sky and bright !Sunshine niakes it look pleasant enough."
"Vel!v muchee peaceful, Mislcr Wild."
As the words rang out Hop Wah, who was
!Sometimes called Youn1r Wild We!--t's clever
Chinee, steoped forward, smiling blandly.
"Who told yo-u to sav anything·, Hop?" the
voung' deadshot asked, putting on a look that was
intended to make the Chinaman feel as if he
did not like the interruption.
"Nobody, Misler Wild. Lat allee light. You
no mad, so be. Me knowee lat."
"Perhaps he's already studyinl? how he can do
somethinl? to take · away the peaceful part of it,
Wild," Arietta suggested, laughinirly.
"No dou}:)t of that, Et. That heathen is always
studving up something in the wav of a joke."
"Me gottee lillee pain, Misler Wild. Me wantee
gittee lillce dlop of tang·lefoot."
"All right. I reckon your pain can wait until
after dinner. I don't want you to go over to that
saloon just now. There's a big crowd there, a11d
it's a pretty sure thing that you would get into
trouble before you had been there five minutes.
oU wait until after dinner, and then you can go."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and bowing meekly
the· clever Chinee turned and went over to a rock
that was in the shade of the tree and sat down.
Wing, the cook, was working rapidly, and in
about half an hour from the time the fire had
been kindled 'he got ready to serve an appetizing
meal. Hop's pain seemed to have left him, for
he ate as heartily as any of the rest. He was one
of the first to finish, and rising to his feet, he
walked a few steps away and then stood in a
waiting attitude.
·
"You go pletty soonee, Misler 'Wild?" he asked,
as he saw the young deadshot rise to his feet.
"There's no particular hurry about it, Hop,"
w s_ the reply.
•
ust then Judge Brown was seen hurryin!! toward the little camp. All hands turned and' looked in surprise, for it was easy to P-uess that he
had something of importance to tell them.
"Well, I'm g·lad you didn't. I come over here
to tell yer that you had better not go over there

3

jest now. You see, I was tellin' everybodv about
yer, an' how you was goin' to . boom the c:imp,
an' there was a few there what didn't seem to
take much stock in it. A couple of 'em says thev
don't like you, anyhow, an' that they're goin' to
shoot you on sight."
"Oh, is that so?" and the young deadshot'f< face
lighted up as if he was more than pleased. "All
ri!!ht, judge. I reckon we'll go straight there
then. I want to see those two fellows who are
l!.'oinir to shoot. me on sight. Come on, Charlie.
You, too, Jim. I reckon the irirls will be all riirht
here until we come back."
·
The .iudg-e looked at the bov in amazement
when he !'aw that it reallv was h·i s intention to f!O
strail!'ht to .the shanty saloon.
"Come on, jud.e:e," Wild ~aid, in his cool an,J
easy wa,-. "We want to get acquainted with
m·e1·~•body here, not forgetting the fellows who
are son anxious to fill me with holes."
0-tr went the boy. Charlie and Jim following
flose at his heels. Then when Hop Wah started
after them the judge looked at the girls, and
shaking his head sadly, hurried along after them.

CHAPTER IL-Taming a Big Crowd.
Young· Wild West was just in the humor to
meet the men who had made threats ag·ainst him.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart felt the same
way, and the scout actually showed eagerness to
!!et to the mining- camp saloon, for nothing suited
him better han when he was pitted against men
who needed reforming. What Hop Wah went for
was entirely different. What he was thinking
about just then was of having a big time at the
Miners' Joy after the excitement was over. Judire
Brown, on the other hand, was doing considerable
worrying just then. No doubt he knew the characters of those who had expressed themselves as
being so bitter against the young deadshot, and
probabl)r he had g9od reason to feel uneasy. But
if he had stopped to think of even what he had
1ieard of Young Wild West he might have guessed
that not much harm would come of it, after all.
He did not attempt to reach those ahead, but
kept along- close at Hop's heels, and in this way
they all brought up before the open door of the
shanty saloon. Probably the1·e were as manv as
a score of men standing about the outside, while
voices and the clinkin!! of glasses told that there
were plenty more inside. The young deadshot
looked keenly at the faces of those standing as if
waiting for them to come up, and he instantly
came to the conclusion that the two men the
judge had referred to must be inside.
"How do :vou do, gentlemen?" the young deadshot called out, in his cool and easy way, at the
same time nodding his head and smiling at the
crowd. "I've made the acquaintance of Judge
Brown, and no doubt he has told you who I am.
It will be a pleasure for me to assist YOU in anyway I 'J)Ossibly can to boom the camp. I'm glad
to be able to make you acq inted with my two
partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart."
There was a burst of applause at this, and as
many as .half a dozen of the men came forward
ready to shake the hands of the three.
"Boys," spoke up the judge, a~ he ran past Wild

·-
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and faced . the crowd, "where's Jack· Stucker an'
Wrench?'!
"Inside, judge," one of them a-nswered, jerking
~is thumb toward the door of the saloon.
"Is that. so? Then didn't come out, eh?"
"Not yet."
"We.-won't wait for them to come out, judge,"
Wild spoke up, nodding to Brown. "We'll go iI:tside and· see them."
So saying, the boy nodded to his two partners
and then stepped boldly to the door., His hands
were pretty-close to, the revolvers he carried at
either hip; however, and it was needless to guess
that if there was going fo be any. shooting done
he would take a hand in it. Charlie and Jim were
ready also, the scout even taking the precaution
to grip a l?1lll as he pressed close after tlie young
deadshot. Standing close to the short bar at one
end of the saloon were seven men, all of them
looking sharply toward the door.
A short, stout man with a smooth-shaven face
was behind ·the bar, and he showed signs of Ulleasiness whEP1 the young deadshot and his partners appeared in the doorway.
"How are you, ,gentlemen?" our hero called
out, in his cool and easy way, "I'm Young Wild
West. I · heard. there were a couple of fellows
fn here who wanted to see me."
Th& words had scarcely left his lips when a
bill' hulking fellow who was standing at• the
pulled a
farther end of the bar ·stepped out
gun. Then something haupened tha't treated
them all to a big surprise beyond the shadow of
a doubt. As quick as a flash Wild's right hand
,nipped a gun at his hip, and then a sha:i;p crack
sounded. ' The man who no doubt fully intended
to shoot the boy dead in his tracks uttered a
howl of pain and dropped his revolver.
"I don't know who you are, stranger," Wild remarked, the vestige of a smile showing upon his
handsome face, as he stepped toward the fellow.
the muzzle of the revolver covering the crowd
at the bar, "but I have an idea that you meant to
give me a lead pill. You didn't do it, though, did
you?"
No one offered to make a reply to - the boy's
words, so stepping a little closer and moving the
muzzle of his gun backward and forward, Wild
continued :
"Pick up that gun, you sneaking coyote! If you
feel like shooting I am going to give you all the
chance in the world, to do so. I am standing
right here. Now, let me zee you put a bullet
_
through me."
"An' if any other galoot makes a move to
touch any of his hardware he'll drop dead in his
tracks," Cheyenne Charlie added, his eyes blazing
with excitement, for he was now right in his element.
Already he had drawn a revolver, and so had
Jim Dart. It was wonderf11l to see the change
that came over the faces .of -t hose standing near
the little bar. The others, who had no doubt anticil)ftted that the three strane-ers were ·to be riddled with bullets and had stepped back out ef
the way purposeb to avoid being. shot themselves,
started toward the bar.
"I told yer so," one of them called out. "You
had no right to say what ,,ou did. , You don't
stand no more of a chance with Young Wild West
than you would if there was a r~pe tied around

an1

yo·ur neck an' hitched to a yoke of oxen. You
-have_ made a mighty big mistake, Jack Stucker."
Wild raised his hand and motioned for the
miner to keep still. Then he walked deliberat
up to the fellow who stood tbere with the 151eedinghand, and catching- him by the shoulder, he thrusj;.the muzzle of his revolver under his nose and
said: "Are you Jack 'stucker?"
"Ye-es," came the reolv.
"All right. I'm mightv e-lad to meet you. Now,
t~en,. I believe I told vou to pick Ull vo.ur gun.
I 11 give you just ten seconds to do it in."
As he said this You,ng Wild West stepped back
about six ieet. Completely cowed, and · nearly
frightened out of his wits, the villain looked
around despairfngly and then slowly stooped to
do as the boy told him. He was just about J;o take
hold of the revolver when Wild fired again. It
was only ari offhand shot, but the bullet hit. the
weapon on the floor and caused it to leap three·
or four feet away, as if it really were trying- to
evade the grasp of the man.
"Pick it up," the YOUJl.!? deadshot called out.
sternly. "I have met a whole lot of f-ellows jus t
like you ~ my time. and it e-ives me the greatest
pleasure m the world to give vou an exhibition of
shooting. Some peoole have · seen fit to dub me
the champion deadshot of the West, but I don't
care anything about that. I do know how to
handle a gun, and I am g-oing to show ·you and
your crowd just how I . can do it. I'll give vou
another chance to pick up that g-un. If YOU don't
do it this time- you are g-oing to drop dead.""
"Boys," faltered Jack Stucker. as he was called.
looking despairing-ly at his friends, "are you goin'
to stand there an' see me shot down like a
dummy?"
"Tlie first galoot as makes a move to help. vou
out will dl'Ol> dead.'' called out -Cheyenne Charlie.
"Go ahead an' shoot him, Young Wild ·west.
He ain't no g-ood, anyhow." a voice called out
from a wind9w. "There ain't none of 'em any
g-ood. - The whole bunch what's standin' at the
bar is nothin' more than a e-ang- of thieves."
,...Wild never turned his head, for he was not
going to give the villains a chance to .fire a •shot
while he was not looking.
"Pick up your gun," he commanded.
For the second time Jack Stucker stooped, and
this time Wild let pim take the weapqn from t he
.
floor.
"Now, then, llUt ·.he gun where it belongs," the
boy went on, coolly, at the same time dropping ·
his own revolver· back into the holster.
With a sigh of relief the villain obeyed.
"Come on in. judge," Wild called out, laughingly. "I rec~on the storm is over. Not much damage done, either, though I see that Mr. Stucker's
hand is bleeding- a little. Pro9a blv a drink · of
· whisky uoured upon it might do it a tittle good."
"Me wantee l'illee dlink of tanglefoot!'' t!Xclaimed a voice, anq. then Hop Wah walked in by
way of the rear door; with a bland smile on his
face.
He paused when he got before the crowd at the
-,;"
bar. ap.d bowing politely, · added: .
"Velly nieee day, so be.".
"Hop," said Wild, taking him by the arm,
"just heh> that fellow out a little. My gun went
off a little while ago and the bullet happened to
graze the back of his hand. You can see that it's
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bleedin_g-. Fix him up. I think a little whisky
poured upon the wound will help cure it."
"Allee li_g-ht, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman
turned to the bar. The man in char_g-e did nothave to be told to put out a bottle ;md a l!'lass.
He had it there the moment Hop placed his
hand upon the-. bar. The Chinaman poured out
what is called a _g-ood-sized drink, and then stepJ>in_g- over to Stucker, said: "Holdee uppee you
hand. Me fixee velly much<-e Quickee."
As if he felt duty bound to obey, Stucker raised
his hand and held it out for the Chinaman to
pour the contents of the 1?lass upon it.
But instead of doin_g- this Hoo drained the glass ,
and then stepped back to the bar.
"Everythlin_g- allee li_g-ht Misler Wild," he said,
blandly. "Me fixee veil" muchee Quickee."
In spite of the fact that they had been startled
not . a little the miners in the room broke into a
lau_g-h, for to them it seemed to be very funny.
"All right, Hop," the vounl!' deadshot answered,
"if you say it's all ril!'ht I suppose it is. Nowthen, boss, I feel in the humor of smokin_g-. Idon't drink anythine- stron_g-, arr! I hardlv think
you have anythin_g- in the way of _g-inger-J)op or
some other temperance drink here, so I'll take a
ci_g-ar. I do smoke occasionally, though I draw
the line on cigarettes."
"RiJ;t'ht away, Youn_g- Wild West," the boss an•
swered, and he hurriedlv l!'Ot out a box of ci_g-ars
and tore open the lid.
"They'll do, I reckon." and the boy coolly selected a cigar, after which he nodded to the
assembla_g-e and said:
"Now, boys, let's have a smoke. Charlie. tell
those outside to come in. I reckon everybody
will smoke now."
"Right yer are, Wild," the#scout answere<I., and
steppin_g- to the door he Quickly informed the
men who had refrained from comin_g- in that
Young Wild West would be oleased to have them
come in and smoke with them.
"Me takee smokee," Hop spoke up, and then he
reached over and took a cigar from the box.
The box held fifty cigars, and by the time it
had been passed around to everybody very few
remained in it.
"Let me take that," Wild said to the boss. I
see there are about half a dozen left. I reckon
• I'll take them all. Now, then, how much do I owe
you?"
"Cigars in this here place has been sellin' for
a Quarter apiece, but seein' th~ it's you. I'll--"
"Never m.ind now. I want n'lr reduction. If you
say they're a Quarter apiece, that's all there is to
it. I'm willin_g- to pay that much. I owe vou
twelve dollars and a half. Here is your money."
The boy then placed three five-dollar _g-old
-pieces on the bar and .Quicklv got his change.
"Here, Hop," he said, handin_g- the .Chinaman the
box containing- the few that were left, "maybe
you can show them something funny with this
box. There is nothing- like introducing- yourself
right away. I v.ant everybody to understand
that you 're our clever C4inee."
Ever ready to perform a sleight-of-hand t r ick,
for he was undoubtedly one of the best magicians
not appearing- on the stag-e at the time of which
we write, Hop Wah accepted the box and rattling
the cigars inside it so everv one could hear,
pushed a table to the center of the i-oom and
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said: "Now, Jen, evelybody watchee. Me show-ee
you velly nicee lillee tlick, so be. Me velly
smartee Chinee."

CHAPTER III.-Hoo Astonishes the Crowd.
"Hold on, Hop," said Younl!" Wild West, as the
Chinaman was makin_g- preparations to perform a
feat of mag-ic. "I have just thougJ.t; of somethin_g-.
I believe I heard some one say that there were
two men here who were anxious to fill me full
of holes. One of them is Jack Stucker, as I
know. Now, then, I want to find out who the
other fellow is."
"Wild," spoke up Jitn Dart, "his name must be
Wrench, whoever he is. ·Jack Stucker and Wrench
were the names ome one called out as we were
coming- in."
"That's so, Jim. I for_g-ot that. I suppose that
fellow is Wrench," and he pointed His fin_g-er at
one of the villains who was standing- pretty close
to Stucker."
"That's so, Jim. I forgot that. I suppose that
fellow is Wrench," and he -pointed his finger, at
one of the villains who was standing pretty close
to Stucker.
"That's him," a )roice called out from the
crowd.
"So your name is Wrench, is it?" and the young
deadshot walked up to the man, a smile on his
face.
"Yes, that's what everybody calls me."
"A rather peculiar name, too. But there ought
to be a handle to a wrench to use it properly.
What is your given name?"
"My right name is Sam Cassidy. Wrench is
only a nickname that s.omebody gave me quite a
few years ago. It's stuck to me ever since."
"All right, Wrench. How is it that you didn't
try to pull a gun when you saw your pard do it?"
"I didn't want to shoot yer."
"Oh, you didn't, eh?"
"No, jest 'cause a feller says a thing don't say
that he means to do it. It's all a mighty big mis.take."
"Yes, I reckon it is. Well, Wrench, you come
over here and assist our Chinamap. He generally
needs a helper when he is going to give a littl
show."
"I'll do anything you want me to do, Young
Wild West," the man answered, looking much r~lieved, for no doubt he had felt that something
was going to happen to him when the boy stepped
over and begfn questioning him.
You velly nicee Melican man," Hop Wah sa id,
smiling blandly at the villain. "You gottee pletty
face. Me likee you veJly muchee."
This caused a laugh, for Wrench certainly had
an yth ing but a pretty face.
"I never knowed there was anything putt y
about me afore," Wrench retorted, with a grin.
"But to tell the huth, I ain't seen myself in a
lookin'-glass in a mighty Jong time. It may
be that I've been improvin' in my looks."
"Now, !en," Hop :said, as he looked around anc.
nodded ·ltis head to the crowd, "me showee nicee
lillee tlick. Evelybody watchee. MisJer Wlench,
you lettee me havee you hat. so be."
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The hat the villain wore was coropar:itively
new. He promptly handed the Chinaman the hat
and then after Hop had turned it upside down
and 11eld it up · so every one mig·ht see th'.!t there
was nothing- in it he told Wrench to hold it above
his head with the top of the crown downward.
~ut before letting- him do this the clever Chinee
put something· in the hat unobserved by any one.
His ability to perform sleight-of-hand tricks enabler! him to do this with ease.
"She feel~ kinder heavy-lik~," Wrench observed . as he held i:m the hat with both • hands.
"But I'm blamed sure there ain't nothin' in it."
At that instant something- inside the hat beg-an to move, and uttering- a starUed cry, Wrench
hurriedly placed it upon the table. Then out
jumped a half-grown rat. As the rat scunied
across a shout went up, for no one could a-nderstand how it was possible that a rat could be in
the hat when they had seen t but a minute- be•
·
fore and it was empty.
"Velly ..stlang·e," Hop said, looking:_at Wrench
reproachfully. "You allee samee tly play urntlick on um poor Chineee."
1
"I didn't put nothin' ih it. honest I didn't,"
declared the astonished rascal. "How the rat
got there is a 4!lysterv. Mavbe vou put it in
yourself."
"No," reclared Hop, "me no do lat. Maybe
somethling· more in um hat. You lookee."
Wrench was a little bit timid about it now. but
he stepped over and as he peered in the hat he
jumped back excitedly and exclaimed:
·•
· "Look out, boys, a rattler."
"Me velly solly," Hop declared, as he took a
peep into the hat and then shook his head.
"Misler Wlench allee samee wantee killee poor
Chinee. He putee lattlesnake in um hat."
Then he upset the liat .ana what seemed to be
a wrig·g-ling- rattler fell upon th_e table. The
majority of those present were amte accu~tomedto seeing- rattlesnakes, but the sudden appearance
of this one caused them to jump back, while some
oil them pulled their !?WlS as if they meant to
shoot at it.
"Take it easy, boys," Young- Wtld West called
out, sharply. "Don't do any; shooting- in here.
That snake is harmless. I have seen it many
times before .• If you'll just wait a minute prob• ably the Chinaman will swallow it alive."
Hop took the cue and auickly picking- up the
snake, which was but a rubber imitation, cleverly
painted to imitate the real thing-, 'he thrust the
head in his mouth arrd then appeared to be
forcing- the snake down his throat. As it was
over a foot in length it seemed t9 be a hard job
to do. But Hop succeeded in doing- it, or in making- the spectators believe that he did, and when
the tail that contained the ringi\of rattles had disappeared - from view he g-ave a hard gulp and
then patted his stomach affectionately .
"Where um lat?" Ho-p asked, as he looked
about the room. "Me wantee eatee um lat, too,
so be. In China we cookee um lat. Makee velly
nicee stew. Me eatee alive. Me velly smartee
.
C):iinee."
"The \·at got away," Vi'tench manag·ed to say,
for he really felt that the Chinaman expected to
find it.
"Lat allee lig-ht. Me see um lat lun over Jere.

Pletty soonee he hm ·back ag-ain. H~ in you
pockee, so be."
Then before the man could make an examina~
tion to see whether the rat was in his pocket or
not Hop ,;prang· over and thrusting- his hand in
his trousers .pocket nulled -0ut a wriggling rat.
"You velly smartee Melfo.an man, Misler
Wlench," he said , shaking- his head. "You tly
play um tlick 'on um poor Chinee. Maybe you
_
wantee eatee um lat alive."
"No. no," came the reply. "I want nothin' to
do with ~ rat or -rattler, either. Don't come close
to me ag·in. If you do I'm g-oin' to git outside.
Any man what's g-ot a live rattlesnake in his
stomach can't come very close to me."
The fact was that every one there with the exception of our hero and his partners had drawn
hack at a safe distance. They had reirnrded the
clever Chinee as bein-g something- superhuman,
for not one of them bad the 1-least doubt that he
had really swallowed a live snake.
\ "Me no '.fl.aid to eattee um .lat alive," Hop went
on, with a shake of his head. "Maybe plenty fun
when um lat fi.ndee um lattlesnake."
Then he took the live half-grown rat and opening- his mouth went through the performance of
swallowing it. There were men there who woul<l
have been willing- to make an affidavit that they
saw the rat's tail disappearing down the Chinaman's throat. But of course it was nothing- of the
kind, for the Chinaman's cleverness was responsible for it. Hop g·ave an extra J(ulp this time,
and then suddenlv he began dancing· about as if
he was in great pain.
"Hip hi!" he shouted. "Whattee mattee? Um
lat and lattlesnake allee samee fig-hte,e ."
Then he beg·an running· wildly about the room,
and no one laughed but Cheyenne Charlie. Sud·de ly he- came hack, and stooping- rig-ht before
Jaclt'Stucker, made a g-rab for his mouth.' Out'
came the rat, landing· upon the villain's breast.
Another g-rab and the snake followed. Stucker
uttered a yell of !1'enuine fear. and in trying- to
get back out of the wav he stumbled over a
chair and went sprawling- upo11 the .fl.oor.~
"Hip hi! Me· feelee allee liirht now," Hop declared, and then he ouicklv nicked up the snake
and tossed it on the table.
. "Young- Wild West," said J11cll!'e Brown, as he_
touched our hero on the shoulder. "that sartinly
is a wonderful Chinee vou have g-ot. But I
wouldn't want to be around where he is much."
"Oh, he's ali_ rig-ht, j~1dg-e," was the reply.
"Just to ease your mind I'll show you that the
snake is harmless."
Then the boy stepped over to the table, while
Hop looked on and smiled. Wild picked up the
rubber imitation, and holding- it by the tail before the judg-e, said: "Do vou think that's live
snake, judge ? "
"It don't appear to be alive now. Most likely
it's been handled in sich a roug-h way that it's
. dead by this time," was the reply.
· "So you think it was alive, then ? "
· "It sartinly was,. 'cause I seen it movin' on th
table _the first time the Chinaman showed it:,;
"That's whe1·e you're mistaken. It's nothing
more tha:h a Iong- ·piece of rubber made in the
shape of a rattler and · then painted to represent'
one. I have no doubt that the r.ats you saw were
aliv-e, though. But vou can bet all vou're worth
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Hop had two of them when he started to perform
his magic trick. There is no need of vou or anv
one else feeling- that the heathen is anythingmore than human. for he isn't. He is simply
a clever mag-ician. and he is able to make oeople
believe that he actuallv does thin11:s when he
onl y makes out that he does."
"Pshaw!" exclaimed the _iudg-e, looking- some,vhat relieved. "Let ~ see that thing."
Th~n .he took the snake from Wild and bei.an
·
examining- it.
"It's a piece of rubber all ri!!"ht. boys !" he exclaimed, as he nodded to the crowd. "I reckon
110 cne need be afraid of it."
"B\lt he swallowed it iest the same, an' he
swallowed the rat too," some one spoke up.
"Young Wild West jest said that he only made
out that he swallowed it."
"I've ll:0t putt ll:OOd eves. an' even if it a in't
nothin' more thafl a rubber snake it's the most
wonderful thing- I've ever heard tell of."
" Me vellv smartee CJ\inee." Hop declared. a s
he took the imitation rattler from · Wild and
caused it to disappeat in one or his many pockets.
"Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly smartee.
and me allee samee likee my uncle."
Then he proceeded to perform,. some card tricks,
most of which ·were time-worn. But thev were
all received with 11:reat favor, and in less than
ten minutes the . men were crowded about him,
watchinll: and enjoying the cleverness he showed.
There w.as only one there who bell:an to grow
tired of it, and this was Jack Stucker. Presently
the cowed villain lo<;>ked at the young- deaclshot
and called out:
"Say, Young Wild West!"
"What do you want?" came the reply.
"I want to tell yer that I ain't got nothin'
all:in yer, an' that you needn't think that I'm g-oin'
to try to git the drop on yer no matter how many
times I ll:it the chance. I've got a little business
to 'tend to now, an' I'm goin' out."
"Go on, Stucker," said Wild, in his cool and
easy way. "It wasn't necessarv for you to tell
me anything-. ·I don't believe a word that you
say, anyhow. You'll be tryinl?' to ll:et :the drop
on me as many times as vou !!'et the chance, or
think you have t'he ·chance. But you'll find. me alwavs readv for y~u. so please bear that in mind."
Stucker · said ·nothinll: to this, but noadini. to
Wrench, he went on out of the barroom. Wrench
looked ouestioning-lv at our hero and then followed. Then five others who were the ones who
had been ll:athered at the bar with the two when
our hero and his partners entered also left the
saloon.
"Well, judge," Younl?' Wild West said. turningto Brown smilinll:IY. "I Stt1)pose those fellows are
goinll: to hold a little meetinll: now, and decide
upon what they mean to do to us. So manv times
have I seen such thing-s haooev that I am ouite
sure it will be that wa v this time. But it's all
right, judJl:e. We told vou wP. would helo vou
boom the camp. Now, then, if you are readv
we'll take a walk around with you, and if vou
• have anything to show us we'll be g-Jad of the opportunity to see it."
"Good!" the judirn exclaim~d. showinll: his delill:ht. "We'll go rig-ht away. But I sorter feel
a,: though I oull:ht to ti·eat the boys afore I f!<f.
~ .,u don'.t mind if I do?"
#

"
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o r i!!"ht ahead ."
"Certainly not, .iudc:e.
The leader of the camp called every one up, and
when the y had been supplied with what they
called fo r he settled the bill. Th en he declared
that he was r eady to _go, so Younl!" Wild West
ana his pa rtners went on cut with him. Jeavinis
Hop in the saloon. Judise Brown led the way
over i<ome ,·ery roug-h g-round, and did not come
to a st op until a distance of nearlv a quart er of
a mile had been covered. Then pointing- to the
rocky face of the cliff, which was probably a
hundred f eet in heil!"ht, he said:
"There's more .!!"Old under that cliff than could .
be earried awa y in t>.vo vears. ~is ain't my
claim, but I was lookin' around here tw o or
three week s aJ?o when I found somethin' t hat's
worth w hile. I'm l!'oin' to sl10w it to you folks
now."
Then he thrust his fing-ers in a crack in the
~ -ock, and !earing- the du st and dirt awav, told
them to take a look and tell him what it was.
Wild was the first to take a oeep. He knew
ril!'ht away that there was ll:Old there, but it was
irnbedded in the solid rock.
"How does that strike yer, Young- Wild West?"
the .iudll:e a sked, lookinis at the boy jubilantl y.
"Seems to be all rill:ht, .iudll:e," was the reoly.
"How is it t hat you haven't staked out this claim
and given up the one you are workinll:?"
"Oh, I couldn't ll:ive up the one I've i.ot, 'cause
that's worth too much. But jest . come around
here now, an' let me · show you somethin' more."
After Charlie «nd Jim had examined the crack
in the rock all four went on around a corner of
the cliff and then Brown showed them an excavation .
"I done a little diggin' here, as you kin see.
You know I've done a whole lot of orospectin'
in my time, an' it sorter struck me that ·if there
was a vein.- of gold there it mill:ht run this way.
That's why I done some drgg-in' here. I'm goin'
t o show ·yer that there's rich deposits on this
land, which makes me feel putty .sartin that
there's a gold mine right here, an' all that is
wantin' is to -have some one open it."
"Dyn mite will do that much, won't it, judll:e?"
"Yes, I s'po e it will. But I don't want to do
it. myself, 'cau se as I jest said the claim I've
l?'Ot is payin' me on an av-erall:e of a hundred
dollars a dav."
"And yet you think there is danll:er of the
ca mp bustinll: up?"
"That's right. There's only a very few what's
had as much luck as I have. I struck it putty
soft, an' I've <lul?' down about twelve feet now,
an' I'm thinkin' of startin' to dill: under the bank
over on my claim. Of course you couldn't dig
' ou kin see that much. There's
very far here.
rock now r:ill:ht in the bot tom of that hole."
" Yes, but a s I said just now, dynamite would
·
open it up:"
"All right. If we kin g-et some dynamite I
reckon you had better open up this here mine."
"There's no dynamite in the camp, then?"
"The storekeeper may have one or two sticks
Yet. I don't know."
· "We'll call on him when we l!'0 back and find
out."
• "All right," and the judge appear-ed io be
very well satisfied. "Now come over to mv chJ·,n
an' I'll show you what I've l!'ot thP.l'P."
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They went with him, it beinl!: but a hort dis- my mind. How was it you didn't v:o ahead with
·
·
tance to walk. and after lookin!?' it over Wild .the trick?"
and his partners decided that while there was
. "Me puttee um ·box in my pockee, and me forno doubt that it was Quite a valuable claim, there g1ttee. Len me makee some more lillee tlick."
was not enough there to make a man's fortune,
'·I see. Never mind the trick with the cigarunless steam power was brought into use, and a b?x now, then, for there isn't enoug-h of an audeep shaft sunk. Even then it mtht not pan out, dience."
and the work would be for nothing.
Just then one of Jack Stucker's iranl! camein
by the back way. When he saw Younl! Wild
West and his partners 1n the room he topped
still in his tracks and appeared to be surprised.
CHAPTER IV.-The Villains Show Up Again.
Before he could say anything, however, Stucker
himself appeared, and Wild could see the rest of
Young Wild West and his partner.:; left Judge the g-ang- outside.
"Don't be afraid," he said, in his cool and
Brown at 'ffi.s claim and made their wav back
toward the Miners' Joy, where they had left easy way. "Come right in. You act as' if you
Hop a short' time before. When they arrived thought we were not in here."
"We didn't think vou was here, Young Wild
there they found that nearly all the miners had
gone to their work. Hop was itting- at a table West," Stucker spoke up, puttinJ!: on a bold front.
playing cards with three who had 1:ngered, and "'Ve seen vou. over at the .iedJ!:e's aim, an' we
the moment he saw the voune <lea hot and ms allowed that most likelv you would go back to
' partners come in he arose from his chair and Y?Ur camp. But I_ cl?µ't know as it makes an~,
said:
difference. We d1dn t come here to ma,rn no
,
"Misler Wild, you allee samee forgittee some- trouble with you."
"Of course you didn't," and the bov lauirhed
thling."
.
"I see you haven't forgot how to play draw li~tl~
poker, though," was the reply.
When they all J!:Ot in he looke<l them over
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild. Me havee lillee critically and then, with a nod of his head. said:
fun, lat allee."
"Well, you're a miserable looking lot of ruf"He sartinly is a fiend at this here game." one fians, I must say. So you constitute about all
of the miners spoke up. "I reckon he must have the1e is in the way of a lazy g-ang of scoundrels
won somethin' like two hundred dollars from us. here in Sizzle Camp, do you?"
'fl:hat's pilin' it on pu.ttv roul!:h, Younll.' Wild
an' we ain't been at it more than half an hour."
The young deadshot looked the three men over, We:,t," Stucker declared, shakinl!: his head as if
and he decided that thev were honest fellows. his feelings were hurt. "Jest 'cause we ain't
"Hop," he said, turning to the clever Chinee, been lucky enoug-h to strike it rich don't sav
"I reckon you had better Quit playing. Just ll.'ive that we're lazy. If you have .Jooked around much
these men· back what you have won from them." you kin see that there ain't nothin' here, anyhow.
"Alfee light, Misler Wild, me wantee do lat The only hope we've J1:ot is that two or three rich
men will come here an' buy up our claims. Maypletty quickee, so be."
"What does this mean?" one of the Chinaman's be thev might git somethin' out of 'em bv sinkin'
a Rhaft here an' there an' workin' at it in the
victims asked. "We don't ~etch him doin' no right
way."
cheatin'. -We thought he was mig-hty lucky,
all have claims, then. I suppose?"
"You
that's all."
"Every one of us," Stucker spoke up, as if he
"No, I hardly think you did catch him cheating,"
the younll.' deadshot retorted. "But if 1ou had felt proud over it. "If you don't believe me
stopped to think you should have known that if ask Ben Moody."
Ben M;oody, tl1e p,·oprietor, nod ed his head.
he iSJ so clever with his sleill.'ht-of-hand tricks. he
"Yes, I reckon they've all "1,'0t claims," he de- •
ought to b() equally as clever when playing draw
poker. You don't suppose he could win so much clared.• "But I never heard tell of 'em workin' on
'em very much. But say, Younl!: Wild West, have
money by mere :uck. do you?"
you made up your mind to boom the camp any?"
"Well, it did seem sorter strang·e."
"I am iroing to think it over and try and find
"Accept your mone". then. I never allow Hop
to do it." our hero answered. for he really
to keep what he wins •from those who are playinll.' adidway
take a great deal of stock in the proposia fair and sQuare ll.'ame. I take it that you fel- tion.notHowever, he did think that there mig-ht be
that."
doing
were
lows
somethinP- worth while under the cliff where the
"I always play that way," one of the others judge
had first taken them.
spoke up.
"I hope you ain't J1:ot no hard feelin's aJ1:in me
when
so
thinll.',
same
the
said
The other two
an' the rest of us," Stucker spoke up. as he
Hop counted out the money and pushed it toward stepped up to the bar.
them they accepted it.
"Don't say anything more about that," the boy
"Now, then, Hop," Wild said, turning to the retorted, his eyes flashing in a resentful way.
Chinaman, "you told me I forll.'ot S'omething. "You know what I think about you, so let it go at
What is it?"
that."
"You allee samee forg-ittee 'boutee um boxee
"Excuf:e me, then, Younl! Wild West. I won't
cigars."
say another word."
Then the villain called up his companions and
"Oh, yes. That's so. You ,..ere ll.'Oing to show
che crowd a trick with that box and a few ordered liquor for all hands. Hop now produced
ciJrars were left in it. Rut I got to talking to • the cigarbox from under his shiny-lookinll.' coat.
thP. fellow called Wrench iust then. and it slipped He winked at Wild and his oortners. and then
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made his way to the farther end of the bar. Placing the box upon it. he nodded in a cheerful way
to Stucker and said:
HMe gottee some cigars, here, so be."
Then he shook the box to show that it 1'ally
contained the cigars that had been left in it
when Wild jZ'ave it to him.
"I s'pose yer have," Stucker retorted, acting
as if he wanted nothing to do with the Chinaman.
"You wan tee smokee? ''
"No, not .iest now. Keep the cigars for yourself."
"Allee light."
(
The Chinaman walked to window as if he intended to look out. While he was doinll this his
d slipped under the end of the bar and seized
igar box that was the counterpart of the one
e had left upon the bar; It was easy for him to
get this under his coat without any one seeing
him for the proprietor was paying attention to
the 'money that Stucker was countinlZ' oµt .iust
then. Hop found that the cigar box was empty,
and leaving the other where he had placed it: he
strolled leisurely outside. What he did there no
one had any idea of. But presently he . came
·back and then i:;tepping up opened the box lving
upon' the bar and took a cigar from it. He lighted
this and then held it up so everv one could see
that there were six cigars still remaining in the
box. This done, he closed the l~d and the_n
pulled a big yellow silk handkerchief from his
pocket and threw it Jightlv over the box.
"Misler Stucker," the Chinaman said, nodding
to the leader of the gang of villains, "you see
how many cigars in um box?"
'
"I didn't take pains to count 'em, but I .s'pose
there's five or six:' was the rather gruff r_eply.
"You makee lillee mistakee. so be. No cigars
in um box."
-''You .say there ain't no cigars in the box
what's under that handkerchief eh?"
"Lat light. Me takee um cigar flom um box
an' me smokee now. No more Jere."
"You might be a very smart magician, an'. all
that, but don't think you kin make me behe':e
anything like that," and the man turned away m
disgust."
"Me bettee you fivee dollee lat no cigars in um
box," Hop retorted, diving into a pocket and producing a bag of jingling gold . .
"You will, eh? What do vou think of that,
boys? The heathen is goin' to bet me five dollars
that there ain't no cigars in that box. Why, I was
watchin' him when he took a cigar from it, an'
afore he shut the lid an' put it on the bar I
counted six more in it."
"
ahead an' bet him, then," spoke up Stucker.
l right, I will."
The fellow was not long in finding five- dollatis
in his clothes, and in a triumphant sort of way he
placed the money on the bar and exclaimed:
"There, heathen! Cover it."
"Allee light," and Hop promptly laid down a
five-dollar gold piece.
·
HCome here, Ben," the man said, nodding to
the proprietor. "You're goin' (f_o be the one to
decide this here bet. I bet the Chinaman there's
aome cigars in the box what's undei: that handkerchief. If there is I win the, money. If there
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ain't none he wins. Now, then, you take off the
handkerchief an' open the box."
"All right," and Ben promptly removed the
· handkerchief.
·
•
The lid was not fastened, of course, and wlien
he raised it and the box was shown to be empty
a cry of sururise went up from everv one except
Wild anti his 1,>artners.
"Ve).ly stlange," Hop said, as he reached over
and took the money from the bar. "Me velly
smartee Chinee."
"I was a fool for bettin' with him. wasn't I?"
the victim said, turning to his companions.
"I reckon you was," one of the miners who had
been in the card game with the Chinaman retorted. "Any one as ·•·ould bet with that ·heathen
oughter lose every cent he's got. He's the
slickest feller I ever seen."
Hop now took the box and placed it under his
coat. But as if he had changed his mind about
it he suddenly drew it out ai?ain and laid it upon
the -bar.
'
·
·
"You wan tee bet some more?" he asked, looking at the man he had won from before.
"No," was the reply. "I won't bet yer nothin'.
If you say the cigars is in there now I'll believe
you."
·"You lookee and findee outtee, so be."
"Oh, I ain't afraid to do that," and the fellow
Promptly stepped over-·and raised the lid of the
box:
As he. did so a half-11'rown rat leaped out and
sprang upon the shoulder of Ben Moody, the
boss.
"Wow!" yelled Moody. Take it away. I don't
like rats."
The rat got upon the floor and escaped throull.'h
some opening, and even the villains laui?hed at
the .ioke. Soon after Stucker and his pals left
the saloon Hop also left by the rear door determined to find out what the villains were going
to do.
CHAPTER V.-Hop Has Quite a Time of It.
Hop Wah walked cautiouslv to the end of the
building after he once t?ot outside. He waited
there for a few seconds, and then took th~ risk
of peering around the corner. Much to his satisfaction he saw Jack Stucker and his gang walking slowly .toward an old shanty that was not
more than a cottple of hundred feet from the
Miner's Joy saloon. Ho'p grinned and nodded
to himself, and then remained crouching close to
the building. It was easy for him to_ guess that
the villains were going to the old shanty, and
this meant that it was very likely they meant
to hold a conference. It was not the first time
the Chinaman had acted as a sPY, and glad of the
opportunity to keep Young Wild West posted as
to what his enemies were doing, he remained
there until he saw the last of the seven men Sl.'O
inside the shanty. There was a rickety old door
hanging upon one hinge, and when he saw this
close ~he Chinaman was cloublv certain that the
villains wanted to talk without being heard by
any one. But this only encouraged him all the
more, and sliPping away from the house he went
around among some bushes and made his wav toward the shanty without making a sound that
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could be heard a distance of ten feet. There were

a couple of windows in the dilapidated old struc-

ture, but these happened to be covered bv blankets, so there was no chance of the Chinaman
peerinl? throu1?h them. He listened and could
hear them talkinl? inside. The jinJ?le of !?lasses
also came to his ears,- so he knew thev were about
takinl? a drink. As he stepped back and looked
at the slantinl? roof above he saw that' there
were several breaks in it. A tree was conveniently close oy, and the quick eyes of the Chinaman told him ril?ht away that by climbinl? the
tree he could easily climb out uoon a limb which
hung complete]y over the roof and be able to
peer down at- those inside. With a nod of satisfaction he went to the tree and nimbly climbed
it. Then after testine- the limb he wanteri to use
anri findinl? it perfect! y safe, he worked his wa Y
out' upon it and managed to g-et a oosition from
which he could look down through a break in the
roof. He could see one end of 'a table at which
a man was just takinq- a eat.
It was Jack Stucker, and when Hop saw him
pick up a bottle and proceed to pour some of
the contents in a dirty e-lass he 1?rinned in a
pleased wav. Hop watched and when he saw
Stucker fillinl? his pipe preparatory to taking- a
smoke he knew he must be 1?etting- ready to do
some talking.
"Well, boys, here we are. Now, then, since
we're all satisfied that Sizzle Camp ain't goin'
to last very Jong, the best thing we kin do is to
1?it all we kin an' then take leave of the old place.
There's quite a few here what's e-ot money an'
gold dust. Of course there's more what ain't
,.,.ot much of either. But them we don't want to
bother :'(_ith. Jedge Brown has been runl)in'
things his own way ever since he was elected as
leader. He's gone an' g-ot Y ouno- Wild West to
promise to· boom the camp, which is a might y
foolish thing as far as I kin ee. Young Wild
West is a humbul?, but I've heard tell of how
he's made trouble for so many men of our kind
that I couldn't help sayin' what I did this noon.
I ain't changed mv mind ~'lv yet, though, of
course, I ain't goin' to ru·n the chances of shootin' him on sight. But I'll tell you what I want
to do, boys."
The man lowered his voice slightly, and Hop
leaned .a little farther down to catch what he
said.
"I'm ,l!"oin' to rob Younl? Wild West an' his
pards an' git everything- they've e-ot that's worth
iakin'" resumed the villain. spealting impressivelv. "Me an' Wrench will undertake that part of it.
Thr, rest of yer hav!) got to divide yourselves
in ones an' twos an' ·steal all you kin from them
what's got it. You know outty well who to g-o
to. But it happens that e ain't all got horses,
so we must make a provision in that way. I
ain't g-ot none myself, but I reckon I've l?Ot
enough money to buy one. It wouldn't do to
steal horses, 'cause you know what a horse thief
irenerally gits in these parts."
"We know that all rie-ht. Jack." Wrench sooke
up. "A stolen horse is a mie-hty bar! thing- for a
feller to have, especia11v 'when a shel'iff or somebody else is loolcin' for the horse."
"i've J?Ot a horse." Hop heard one of them say.
"So have I," another spoke up.
"An' I have, toe:.-." came from a third.

"Well," Jack Stucker said. "that's three horses
for seven men to ride. Do vou think we kin manage to buy four more ? "
'"I'h~re's other. here what would be mighty
irlad i. sell thefr nairs putty cheao, I reckon."
one of the villains remarked.
"There's Pete
Skelley. He's irot a horse an' he ain't irot much
of anythinl? ehie. I reckon if he was offered fifty
dollars he would be mightv gfad to part with the
nag-."
"All rig-ht, th.en, 1'11 leave it to vou to g-it
hold of Pete Sfielley's horse. Git the nal? a11
cheap as vou kin, of course. Have you got enoug-h
money?"
"Hardly enou.irh, I reckon," and the man laughed as if he thought it funnv that the leader
sho uld ask · such a Question.
"Well, I happen to have a little bit sto wed
awav. an' so has \.Vrench. We've been a little
more savin' with what we've accumulated since
we've been in Sizzle Camo. an' I 'oose we've
been lucky enough to win some at g-amblin'."
"You have g-ot more money than we have
'cause you ain't never divided it exactly fair,"
Huo heard one of them sav.
"You think that way, eh, Dan?" Stucker a ked,
sneerintly.
"Well, it's so. ain't it, Jack?"
"Don't you think vou have had vour share of
the bu. iness that's been done? Who was it that
planned out all these thin1?s? Wasn't it me an'
V\, rench?"
"Yes, I s'pose it was."
'· All riirht, then. Ha<ln't we oughter have the
most of the proceeds?" .
·"Y~. if :vou look at it that way."
"AU right, then. What's the use of sayin' anythinl? about it?"
"I won't say another word . Jack. You g-ive
R1e the money to bu:v the nal? an' I'll soon g-it
him."
"AU right. I reckon Skelly will sell the nal?
for fifty dollars. I'll give vou that much. Now,
then, you l?O an' git the hor. e rig-ht away."
In less than a minute later he heard the man
leave the shanty. and fearing- that he mig-ht look
up in the tre the clever Chinee remained perfectly still. But flan, as he was called, hastened
toward 01;1e of the claims that wa.,<; located on
the slope at the other side of the level stretch,
bent on bu:vinl? the horse as soon as possible.
"Me an Wrench will see about bu:vin' the two
nal?S Ben Moo<ly has g-ot." Stucker went on. after
a short s ilence. "I recko.n we'll pay him about
any price he wants for 'em, 'cause we'll e:it the
money back a<rin afore tomorrow mornin', an'
with it we'll git all the cash that Moody ha!' g-ot.
We may as well e:it ready to fix this business up
tonight. Then we kin be away afore dayli1?ht.
we can't · rob eve rybody what's J?Ot s omethm'
worth takin', we'll have to do the best we kin.
But understand that me an' Wrench will take
care of Younl? Wild West an' hL bunch an' Ben
Moouy, too. I'm leavin' it to the others to g-it
hold of what they kin. There'>< another horse to
be g-ot, so onei of ver what ain't got none had
better see about it right away."
"I ain't got enough mone:v, Jack," Hop hearo a
voice say.
"All rip-ht, here's sixty dollars. See what yo_u
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kin do with that." and Stucker, who seemed to
have plenty of money, passed some to him.
Hop co.uld hear therrL movinir about now, and he
knew that the ::;hort meeting- had come to an end.
He was just about Ut crawl back upon the limb,
so he could make the descent to the g-round. when
a man came around to th€ rear .of the shanty.
Hearing- the rustling of leaves and there bein_gno breeze at the time, it was but natural that the
fellow should look up into the tree. When he
.saw the Chinaman there he stepped back in
amazement, and then called out shai-ply:
"Come here, boys! There's a heathen up the
tree."
The clever Chinee realized rig-ht away that he
had to be quick if he would escape from the villains. Out of the shanty rushed the whole 'crowd,
and Hop seeing no other way to escape them,
suddenfv let go the limb and dropped upon the
-rotten roof of the shanty.
Crash! The boards ,g-ave wav instantly, and
down he went to the floor inside. Mingled veils
of rage, surprise and delig-ht came from the lips
of Stucker and his _g-ang. Some of them thought
the Chinaman was going o ,g-et away while others
realized instantly that they had him dead to
rights. But Hop w s not thinking that wav at
all. Jarred somewha by the sudden drop he had
takea, he stru_g-gled to his feet and then ouicklv
drew a big firecracker from one of his popkets.
It was but the work of a second to strike a match
and li_g-ht the fuse, and as he heard the rush of
feet outside he laid the cracker on the floor and
then ran to one of the windows. Pulling- the
blanket that covered it aside, he started to climb
throu_g-h. Just then the bi!? firecracker exploded
with a loud report. and the olace was filled with
smoke. Hop wriggled himself free, and droppin_g- lightly to the ground ran swiftly from the
spot, heading straight for the shanty saloon . He
had covered a hundred feet before he was seen
by any of the rascals. Then a shout went up and
looking over his shoulder he saw three of them
runnin_g- after him. But this only caused the
Chinaman to run the faster. and he easilv held
his own until he reached the door of the Miners'
Joy. Inside he dashed , much to the surprise of
Ben Moody, the pro-prietor, who was standin_gbehind the· bar, no doubt wondering what had
caused the- loud report.
"Helpee me!" Hop exclaimed. "Um bad Melican men wantee killee me."
He darted around behind the bar. almost upsetting the proprietor as he did so, and was not
long in getting- behind a barrel. Wrench was
the fir. t of the villains to enter.
"Where did 'that h"e athen go?" he demanded,
showin_g- a gun and acting- in a threatening- manner,
"He 1·un rig-ht on thro h he place an' went
out of the back door," Ii
Moody, much to the
relief of the hiding Cl'linaman.
"He did, eh? Run on around behind the shack.
boys!" yelled Wrench, and then he quicklv ma~le
-> bis exit by the rear door.
.
."Now, then, heathen," whispered the proprietor, not looking in the direction of the hidingChinaman at all, "you have g-ot to keep mig-htv
still, 'cause they'll make me a whole lot of trouble if they find I've lied to 'em. I don't want to
see anything- done Jto yer, an' that's whv I told
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'em to help you out. 'cause that bi_g- noise what
sounded a little while ago will sartinly make 'em
think somethin~ is wrong here. What was it.
anyhow?"
"Allee samee big-ee firecracker," Hop answered
from behind the barrel.
"You set it off?"
"''les. Me makee velly muchee bi_g-ee ban_g-,
so be."
"Got any more of the crackers?"
"Me gottee two, t):ilee more."
"All ri_g-ht. Maybe you'll have to set another
one off. But I don't want VOil. to blow UP my
place."
"Me no hurtee you place. Me velly emartee
Chinee."
Just then all the villains but one came rushing
into the barToom. T•hey had failed to see anythin_g- of the Chinaman, and naturally they
thoug·ht that he must be .hiding- somewhere inside. Stucker, with an ug-ly frown. strode to the
bar, and bring'ing- his fist hard upon it, exclaimed:
"See here, Ben, you told Wrench that the
heathen went out by the back door. Are vou sure
of tha.t?"
"It looked to me as if he did," the •proprietor
retorted, keeping- quite cool. "But I wouldn't
swear to it. I've seen enou_g-h of that heathen to
make me think that he ;;in do almost anythipg.
As far as I k;now from what my eves told me is
that the heathen run throu_g-h the front door like
a streak of lig-htnin', an' without sayin' a word he
went on out of the back one. But it may be that
he didn't go out. He's a slei_g-ht-of-hand feller,
you know. He might be hidin' in a crack somewli.ere, or he may have done somethin' to make
him what they call invisible."
The man could not have said anything· better
to help Hop's case. Stucker shook his head and
turning to his companions, said:
"Mag-ic, I s'pose. I did think we was g-oin' to
ketch him here. He's g-ot money, an' vou kin
bet your life that afore 1'<1 let him sro he would
have to plank down :: whole lot of it. I don't
intend to shoot him, Ben," and he turned to the
boss assuringly. "If I done that I know there
would be a whole lot of trouble here, 'cause
Youn_g- Wild West would want to git me ri_g-ht
away. But it won't be no more than rig-ht to
make the heathen pay • over some money for the
damage he- done to my shanty."
".What did he do to your shanty?" Moody
a sked. "I h~ard a blamed loud report. Did he
set off dvnamite or somethin' like that?"
"I don;t know whet he set off, but he busted the
roof clean through an' then there was an explosion instde after he dropped in. We seen him
when he was 1·unnin' away, .an' we jest started..
after him putty hot, I kin tell yer."
"Well, he come in here all right, but he went
out a_g-in, as I' told you afore. But," and e
lookep aro.!J..nd as if he had his doubts about it.
"he may bl!!"in the place yet."
Hop was now feeling- perfectly safe, and he
could not resist the temptation to play a joke
on the villains. He was quite an expert in- the
art of ventriloquism, and smotherin_g- his voice
so it would appear that it came from the outside, he called out:
"Helpee, helpee! Me ... llee samee fallee in um
hole."
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"There!" exclaimed Stucker, excitedly. " He's
outside somewhere. Is there a hole anvwhere
·
nea1· the house, Ben : "
"Not that I know of," the proprietor answered,
as much surprised as any of the rest .
" We'll mighty soon find out."
Then the y a 1 rushed outside, and Moody
promptly steppea over to the barrel and lof>ked
behind it. Hop was there, and a mazed at seeing
him, the proprietor said:
' "I thought s ure you was hollerin' from th e outside."
" Lat atlee light," Hop whis per ed. " YOU keepee
still. Me ve!ly s artee Chinee."
The villains searched for full y ten minutes , and
then one by one the y came back amt gathered at
the bar. While thev were talkin2" exciteiily about
his disappearance Cheyenne Chadie came in. followed by Wild and Jim Dart. · Hoo could not see
them, but the moment he heard the voice of the
scout he could hardly ·suppress a cr y of joy.

CHAPTER VI.-Wi\cl Hits Upon a Novel
Plan.
•

y

•

Young- Wild West and hi9 oartnerR had not
been long- at the camp when the y heard the loud
report caused by the firecracker .Hop had exploded in the old ·shanty. tt happened that the y
had a good chance to see the old s hantv from
their cam~, and as fhey looked in the direction
the report came from they could see s moke pouring from it. But it happened that a shantv ia.¥
between them, s o they did not see Hop as he
was s peeding- towarri the Miners' Jo v saloon.
"I reckon we had better go over there and see
what's the matter, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie suggested.
"That's rig-ht, Charlie. Hello ! There's Jack
Stucker. He's running about very much excited. Can it be that Hop followed them to that
shanty and set off a cracker to irive them a s urpri e? We'll go over and see. anyhow. But
don't hurr y. We want to g-et t here without being- seen, if possible."
Leaving- the irirls with th e cook " t the ca mp,
the young- deadshot and his two partners s tarted
away, taking- care to keep behind the r ocks a nd
bus hes as much as possible. In this wav t he y
soon g-ot close to the old shanty. There was AO
,;moke now, but a smell of powder .fill ed the air .
No one could be sPPT\ a bout th e shanty, Ro after
·-,:t;ng- a minute Wild sta rted t oward it, foll owed
by Charlie and Jim. The y went a round t o the
door, and looking iaside foun d it deserted.
"Mig-hty strange! " t he scout exclai med. wit h a
shrug of the shoulder . "T he ~· must .ha ve been
here, that's sa'r tin."
A. they left the shanty the y . a w a number of
was•not
men running- about the Miner ' Jo y:
difficult to recog-nize 'them, and the n tne:v readil y
g-ues ed that the:v mus t be searching- for th-e
Chinaman.
"Take it eas y, bo ys," ·wild advised, a s he
started leisurely for the saloon. " I reckon Hop
is able to take care of h imself. He has been
playinJZ" a joke on them, I reckon. and 110 lone:
as they haven't found him we needn't hurrv."
When they were within a few yards of the

front of the Miners' · J ov one of the villains
.came running- around the corner. He stopped
still in his tracks .when he s aw them, and Wild
at once motioned to him to come to them. Afraid
·
to disobey, the man did so.
"What's the trouble here?" the bov a s ked. in
.
a low tone of .voice.
"That heathen of yours blowed up the shanty
back there," was the reply.
"Oh, -is that so? Where is he now?"
"That's what we don't know. He run in here ·
an' went rig-ht out ag-in, so Ben Moodv savs. But
jest now we heard him holler for help, sa yin' he
was in a hole."
"You want to help him, I suppose?"
" We wanted to find him, but we wasn't iroin' to
hurt him any."
"You sne.akin' coyotes!" the scout cried. a he
Quickly drew a JZ'Un and waved it before th e
ruffians, who were irathel'ed near the bar. " You
have been tryin' to kill our Chinee."
" Hold on," spoke up Stucker, almost oleading-ly. "Don't say that. Just ask Ben Moody
about it. He'll tell you that we was n't 1roin' to
hurt the beathen at all. We jest wanted to find
him, 'cause he busted the roof of mv s hant v in,
an' then set oft' a lot of powder or somethin'.
Wasn't that enough to make a feller a little
mad?"
" How about this, boss?" the young deadshot
a s ked, turninlZ" to the proprietor.
"I can't say what they was goin' to do to the
heathen, Young- Wild West," was the reply. "But
they was mighty anxious to find him."
" Do you know where he is?"
"Me liirht here, Mister Wild," came from behind Mood y, and then up popped the clever
Chinee, a bland s mile showing- on his vellow
•
face.
"Thunder!" cried Moody. affecting- amazement.
"Blamed if he wasn't rig-ht behind the bar. I
told yer his sleight-of-hand would make him
hi de himself anywhere."
" :Ie foolee you lat timee, allee s amee," Hop
said, patting- Mood y on the arm. "You allee
s amee see me g-o outee um back door." •
"That's rig-ht, heathen," was the retort, while
the proprietor felt g-reatlv r elieved. for he did
not want to let the villains know tha t he had
·
been lying to them.
" Hop," Wild said, after a pause, " you come
with us. We are going- back to the camp. If
you stay here the chances are you'll get into
more trouble. I'm thinkinir of having- a little
shooting- match before sunset, and I may want
you t o help me out."
"All ee li_g-ht, Misler Wild. Me helpee y ou velly
muchee. Me shootee vell y muchee stlaight, s o
be. Me vell y smar ·ee Chin~e."
" Goin' to have a sh · tin' match, Young Wild
West? " Ben Moody spoke up, showing- no little
•
·
interest.
"It just occurred to me that I miirht do some~
thin g- of the kind," was t he reply. "Why, are
s ou inte ested ?"
· " No more than that I'd like to see some of
your fancy shootiri'."
" You have seen a little of it already."
"Yes, I know. But I don't mean that. I'd
like to see what you kin do shootin' at a mark."
"Very well, then. I'll try and give you a
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chance before sunset. But I am g-oing- back to our
camp now, and it ma y be about the time the
inen will be Quitting- their work that I'll g-ive
a lifrle exhibition. "
The boy turned and walked out, followed b y
Charlie and Jim. Hop hesitated a moment, and
then knowing that there \vas no chance of his
remaining-, he followed. They all walked back
to the camp, and the g-irls hastened to meet them.
"Have you decided to remain here a little while
now, Wild?" Arietta a sked, looking at her dash•
ing- young Jover smilingly.
"I reckon so, Et," was the r-ePlv. "But I just
thoug-ht of something- down at the shanty saloon.
I think it's a pretty g-ood idea if it can be worked out."
"What is it, Wild?" and the g-irl looked at him
curiously.
"I happened to remark that I mig-ht have a
little shooting- match this . afternoon, and then it
struck me that it co"uld be done .and that possibly
something might result fr<}m it."
"Tell us .about it, Wild." .
" All right, but on't be in any hurry. I don't
know whether it would work out or not. Of
course one part of it would be all right, but the
•
res ult would be in doubt."
"Tell us, Wild," spoke up the scout's wife.
"What you are saying makes us more anxiou,s to
.
know what you really intend to· do."
The boy. smiled, and leading, the way to the
camp, took . a seat under a tree and then when
all had gathered about him ana were silent, he
said:
"What I was · thinkil}g about is that if' Judge
Brown could find the dynamite he was speaking
of we might arrange it so that the dynamite
could be set off by being hit by a bullet. If
the explosive stuff happened .to be placed so it
would split the rock under the hill over ·there,
w~here he claims there's a regular g,old mine, it
would be a startling way to boom the camp."
"Just the thing, Wild!" Arietta exclaimed, clapping her hands. " How did you ~ome to think of
doing such a thing a s that?"
"I ,can't sa y just what made me think of it,
Et," the boy answered, with a shake of the head.
"It flashed upon me all at once when I was talking to Stucker, the leader of the bad gang. I
--.- reckon the whole iran_g- must be at the shooting
match, and mavbe I 'll take a notion to let Stucker himself fire the shot that sets off the dynamite. But we'll wait until we see the judge, and
find out what he thinks of it."
"There's someone comin' this way now ✓ an'
blamed if it ain't the :i&dge," Cheyenne Charlie
exclaimed, leaping to, his feet.
Sure enough, Judge Brown could be seen walkin.1r that way. He wa carrying somethine: in one
hand and seemed to be very careful of it, and,
much inter ested, our friends waited until he ar.
rived.
"I ain't been able to do a bit of work since
th is mornin'," the .iuch!·e said, shaking his head.
"I went an' found three sticks of dynamite,
hich is enough to open that mine I was showin'
you, I think." .
"I'm glad you found it, judge;' Wild answered,
fn his cool and easy way. "I have just been tellfng my friends here of a novel idea I had."
"I novel idea, eh? What do you call that?"
0
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and the .iudg-e scratched · his head and looked inquiringly.
''Suppqse- we have a little exhibition of shooting- and open your mine -for you at the same
time?"
"Anything- will -suit me, .but I don't ouite ketch
what you mean."
Wild then t_old him of the nlan he had thouirht
of, i>nd Brown instantly fell in with the idea.
"There's just this much about it, judg-e," the·
youn1< deadshot said in conclusion, "if there is
plenty of g-old under- that hill over there the
dynamite will break thing-s open and show it. If
there isn't anything there worth while I hardly
think there ·will be much ef a boom to Sizzle
' ·
Camp. "
"That's all right, Youne: Wild West," the judge
retorted, stoutly. . "I know there's tons of splendid
ore under that cliff. Why, vou seen enough yourself to make you think that wav."
· "I've( seen so many such dewsits that it makes
me think that there miJrht be a lot there, and
then again there miirht not. · But it all denends
upon whether you are rie:ht . or not. If you are
rig-ht Sizzle Camp will take on such a boom as
you never heard tell of."
"And, you're g-oin' to hold a regular shootin'
match, eh?"
"Yes, that's what I intend to do. I want' to
_give everyone in the camp a chance at the game."
"Oh, you won't e:it nobod v to shoot agin you.
"tou kin" depend on that. They're all heard tell
that you're the champion deadshot of the West,
an' it ain't hardlv likely they would be fools to
even shoot at a m;i.rk when you're around: Why,
there ain't ten men here what kin hit a tomato
can a hundred feet away."
"That isn't bad shooting- · at that," Wild 311swered, with a laugh. "Anyone who can hit a
t omato can at a hundred feet is no slouch."
"You mean with a rifle, then." ·
"No, I don't. Almost anvbodv could do it with
a rifle. I mean with a common, ordinary sixshooter."
"Of course I've .seen he1·e an' there one what
could do a little better than tnat, but they are
so few that you kin count 'em on your finirer
ends, even if you travel all over the country."
"I don't aJ?ree with you on that, judge. But
since you have the dynamite ·ready, we may as
well get right at this piece of business. Suppose
we all tali:e a walk to this wonderful hidden mine
of yours."
"It ain't my mine," declared the judge. "I've
l.!;ot my claim_ staked out, a s you know."
"That's so, I forgot about that. 1 tH'ink the
best thing- we can do is to let· Charlie stake out
the claim. Then if it happens that there really
is a go1d mine there he can dispose of it in short
order beyond a doubt." ·
"He could sell it for twenty thousand dollars
inside of two weeks, an' I know it," declar-ed the ·
judge.
"I reckon I ain't l.!;oin' to stay around here for
no two weeks," the scout declared, shrug-going his
shoulders. "It will be so • slow here afore that
time that a feller won't feel like doin' anything
else but sleepin'. But I'll stake out the claim if
you say so."
"~artin. Come on, we'll git right at it."
"Girls," Young- Wild West said, turning- to Ari-
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etta, Anna and Eloise, "I suppose you will want
to take part in this business, ~o you can 1ro with
Charlie, who will accompany the judg-e to the
spot we have been talking- about. They can
fix thing-s up and place the dynamite so it can't
be seen. Jim and Hop will g-o with me to let
the miners know that -::here is going to be a shooting match. Of course the :iudge will tell all the
men he sees about it, and in half an hour from
now the shooting match will take place. Wing
will stay here in charge of the camp."
"My fool blother allee samee stav here velly
muche," Hop spoke up, as he pointed at Wing,
who at that moment was sound asleep under a
tJ:ee close to one of the tents.
.
The girls were not long- in making- preparations
to go to the )(ronderful gold-bearing spot that
the judge was so anxious to open. As they were
leaving- Wild stepped over to the cook and woke
him.
"See here, Wing," he said, rather sternly, "I
want you to keep awake for a while."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman
at once sprang to his feet. "Me do lat allee
lig-ht."
Then they all set out, Wild, Jim and Hop going
straight for the shanty saloon, while the rest
made their way down the hill and ·across the level
spot to the steep bank at the other side. They
all passed within hearing of several miners who
were at work, and they quickly let them under•
stand that in half an hour a shooting- match was
going to be held, invitins.r them to be present.
As every one in Sizzle Camp had heard of Young
Wild West's wonderful shooting, it was not
strange that they quit work to a man and at
once started for the Miners' J ov, no doubt thinking that the shooting would be done in front of
the place.
CHAPTER VIL-Wild. Starts To Boom the
Can'lp In a Rather Peculiar Way.
Wild and his friends had scarcely left the
Miners' Joy when Jack Stucker broug-ht up the
subject of buying the two horses the proprietor
had no use for. Moody was quite willing to sell
the horses, but like a great many others he felt
as if he ought to get more than they were
worth. Before Stuck~ spoke about buying them
he might have been induced to sell them for less
than they were worth. But now that he had a
prospective customer, he raised the price quite
high.
"You ain't got no use for them two nags, anyhow," the villain said, "an' me an' Wrench each
wants a horse. The chances is that nobody will
stay around this blamed camp much longer, anyhow. Everything is about petered out, an' you
kin say what you're a mi1dif to about Young- Wild
West boomin' things. I don't think it will amount
to anythin_g-. If you'll sell them .horses cheap we'll
buy 'em riirht now, an' then in case we make up
our minds to _g-o away there won't be no trouble
about gittin' horses."
"I ain't thou_g-ht a whole lot about sellin' the
na_g-s," Ben Moody an wered, cautiously. "Of
course I've _g-ot a _g-ood horse of my own, but them
two is jest about as P-ood. But since you have
made up your mind to own a horse apiece, I'll

let you an' Wrench have 'em for a hundred an'
twenty-five dollars for each one of 'em."
"Too much money," spoke up Wrench, as if it
was utterly out of the question to pay such a
price as that.
"It ain't too much money, not if you want-- ::.
horse," Moody retort~d. stoutly. "If you're of
the same opinion as Jack vou'll be wantin' to git
away from this nlace in a week or two. Then
s'pose you can't g-it hold of a horse. What are
you goin' to do, hoof it along thP trail?"
"It wouldn't be the first time."
"Maybe it wouldn't. But I sorter reckon it's
a whole lot better to ride a horse than it is to
walk."
"See he1·e, Ben," Stucker said, coaxingly, "you
know as well as I do that most every one in me
camp what's got anything in the wav of dust or
money owns a horse. Them as don't own 'em
ain't never had enough money toJ?ether at one
time to buy one. If things · bust up in Sizzle
Camp how will you git rid of them two nags?
Why, therP won't be no one with money enough
to buy 'em from you."
"I'll take the chances on that. I sorter believe
that. Judge Brown is riirht when he says Young
Wild West is goin' to boom the camp. Maybe if
I ho'td on to the horses, I'll be able to irit a couple
of hundred apiece for 'em."
'l'liis causjJ(I Stueker to laugh heartily, and his
_g-.ang joined in.
"All right," the villain said. as he tYrned away
from the bar, "if you don't want to sell them
nag·s fo1· less than a hundred an' twenty-five dol-.
lars apiece, you kin keep 'em. I'm willin' to pay
you ninety apiece for 'em, an' I don't give a dollar more. There's a few other horses that kin
be boug·ht in Sizzle Camp, an' I happen to know
of 'em."
"Let's g-o an' look 'em up." su1rgested Wrench,
helping him along.
"Hold on a minute," called out Mo·o dy, who
really felt as if he had better close the deal. "we
won't have no argument about it; I'.ve irot the
two nags an' I ain't usin' 'em, so you kin liave
'em for a hundred apiece. That's the very best
!I'll do."
Then after quite a little talking the deal was
closed and the money paid . Stucker and Wrench
had just got possession of the newlv acauired
horses when Wild and Jim walked over to the
shanty saloon with Hop accompanying them.
The miners who had heard of what was going- to
take place began to irather, too, and in less than
five minutes there was quite a crowd assembled
at the Miners' Joy. Qu!jstions were asked the
young deadshot about the shooting- match. and
when he told them that it was e:oing· to take
place quite a little distance away from the saloon
they wondered not a little.
"When are you 1?oin' to start to boom the
camp, Young W · d West?" one of the men asked.
"The shooting match will start the boom, I
reckon ," was the reply.
"Oh! But what will that have to do with it?"
"I can't tell you just now. "You'll have to
wait until the shootin_g- match is over with."
This gave tbe 1Vhole thinl? a mysterious air,
and ten minutes later the miners were in 1?roups
and talkinl? in wliispers, or puzzled over what
Young Wild West intended to do to boom the
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camp. It was in the neighborhood of three o'clock

when Wild announced that · the shooting match
would take place just as .soon as the crowd got
to the selected spot. The crowd started after
him, and were not lonir in· getting there. Charlieand the girls were taking thingi:; easy, while the
judge was sitting upon a barrel that had rolled
down the hill from an ad.iacent claim, puffing
away at a cigar and appearing quite at his ease.
"Hello. Young Wild West!" he called out. rising
to his feet. "I see vou have got a crowd with
yer to witness this here shootin' match. Have vou
found anvbodv who wants to shoot agin' ver?
If vou have ·r n D
up a hundred that vou'll

win-. "

"I haven't said a word to anv one about shooting- ai;ainst me, judg-e," the boy answered,
smilingly. "I thought I'd wait until we got
here."
Wishin11: to know just where the dvnamite had
been placed, Wild vyalked over to Charlie, who
proml)tlv edged to the foot of the steep bank and
then said in a whisper:
.
"We pried a hole in this here crack, an' the
dynamite is stuffed in there. There's a piece of
red stone right under it, so when you git readv to
shoot you'I1 kno"v' jest what to fire at. Jest
send the bullet an inch above the piece of red
stone an' vou kin bet your life that this big
rock will bust into a thousand pieces."
Wild did not take the trouble to look clown
where the dynamite was. The crack was olai_nly
visible to any one, so he merelv nodded and,
walking a short distance away, turned and took
a .look. There was the piece of red stone above
the ground. No signs of th'e dynamite sticks
could be seen . But they were there, he knew.
for the scout had told him so. Wishing to have a
little fun out of it. the boy nromptlv announ~ed
that he was ready to iro ahead with the shooting
match.
.
"I suppose," he, said, nodding- to the men in
the crowd, "that there are lots of good shots
here. If there ,iu-e I want you to take part."
One man· decTared that he was willing, though
he felt sure that he stood no chance.
"You needn't shoot against me. then," the boy
assu:i;ed him. "I'll see what the rest can do first,
and the man who wins will have to. shoot it off
~ with me. Or perhaps I might let one of mv partners or the girls do it."
"Kin them gals shoot puttv good, Young Wild
West?" Judge Brown asked.
"Pretty fair, I should say, especiallv one of
them.
"You mean :vliss Arietta, I s'oose?"
"Yes, she is very clever and handv wfth a l?Un."
"I'll bet she kin beat any man here."
"I clon't know about that."
Not havinl? Quite made up his mind how to run
the shootiRR" match, the boy turned away and remained in thought for a few minutes. Then he
£ave a nod, and l?Oing to his sweetheart, whispered:
"Sav, Et, I think I have improved on my idea
a little."
"What now, Wild?" the R"irl answered, smiling.
"I notice that stakes have been driven to mark
out the claim."
"Yes. Charlie and the iudP-e were not Ion£ in
stakinir it out."

le-

"All ri1?ht. Suppose we put up the claim as a
prize?"
"How can vou do that, Wild, when no one
owns it?"
"Char'1ie mui;t owr it if he has staked it out.
All he'll have to clo is to file the neces<sary papers at the proper TJlace."
••yes, th.i,t'. so. But do vou su1Joose these men
would think it much of a orize? From what we
havP heard the iudge is about the onlv man here
who seems to think the camo will stav here very
lonj!'."
"That's all right. Every man who is willing to
i:;hoot will be satisfied with the ch,;m for a
prize. Now yo j ust wait until I talk to them
about it."
Bv thii; time there was scarcely a man belonginir to Sizzle Camp who was not present. They
were all much interested, too, and even Jack
Stucker and his crowd were waiting expectantly.
"Gentlemen," said the young deadshot. as he
stepped before them, "as vou will all see, this
claim has been staked out. Judge Bro.. ..., seems
to think it is the most valuable claim in and
around Sizzle Camp."
There was :> burst of lau1?hter at this, and some
·of them beiran to deride the judge and crack
jokes about it.
"Just keep still a minute and let me talk," th0
boy said, rai sin!? his hand. "I w:>~t to say that I
am inclined to believe that the iud1?e is riR"ht in
what he says. N<!w ihen, this claim has been
i-taked out by Cheyenne Charlie, who will simply
have to _file the necessary papers and it will belong to him. But he is not inclined to remain here
and _work the claim. no matt~r how valuable it
might be, so he is willinl? to put it up as a prize.
How manv of you aR"ree to shoot fo'r the prize?"
Half a dozen signified their willinirness without
delay, and promptly stepped forward. Wild 1?ave
them numberi;, and then asked if there wPre any
more.
"Is it understood that vou ain't goin' to shoot?"
Stucker ai;kecl.
"That is understood," was the reply. "The one
belonP'ing to Sizzle Camp who wins the shootinir
match will come in possession of the claim. After
he has won it I'll shoot a,rainst him .iust for
fun."
"All riR"ht, then, you kin put me clown."
"You are No. 7, then, Stucker."
Wild called upon the others to step up and
take part, and though ey were all eager to see
the shooting. no one responded.
"If you fellows are readv we'll J?:O ri1?ht ahead,"
the young cfeadshot said, after a pause.
·
Then he looked around, and seeing a barrel,
carried it to a safe spot, so that there would be
no danger of. the dvnamite being ex11loded bv a
bullet. This done, he turned to Hop and asked
him if he had a bottle. Hop always had a bottle,
either filled or e ty, aboot him, and he was
not Joni?' in produc g one that was Quite empty.
The young c_leadshot took the bottle from him,
and placing it upon the barrel, which had been
turned over, bottom up, paced off the distance,
which was about seventy-five feet.
"Now then, everybody starid tbis side of the
line," he called out, as he drew a line upon the
.-round with his toe. "No. 1 will shoot first."
The first man stepped uo with a urin. &od
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Pulling his gun took aim at the bottle. He fired, There's one over there what kin be bought fo!"
fifty dollars, an' I'll bet on it."·
but it remained untouched.
He pointed to a bony-looking mustang that one
"You fellows .have g-ot to do better than that,"
the young- deadshot said, shaking- his head at the of the miners had ridden to the spot with.
"Go ahead an' buy it, Jack," the man suggested.
rest. "If no one hits it it will be hard to tell who
"All right. While I'm buyin' it the rest of you
came the nearest."
"If none of 'em hits it we'll bring the bottle kin slip away one at a time. You know what
up so they kin touch it with the muzzle of their you have got to do, an' you know putty near where
to go to do it. Git hold of all the real money you
guns , Wild." suggested Cheyenne Charlie.
'l'his caused a laugh. The second man missed, kin find, an' fetch along the dust, too. While
and so did the third, but that was nothing, for Young Wild West is havin' this fool of a time
fourth, fifth and sixth did the same thing-. Then here makin' out that he's goin' to boom the cam~
S tucker stepped up with an air of importance, we'll be ridin' away. I did want to clean out that
meddlesome kid, too, but it ain't likely we'll have a
and throwing- out his chest, said:
"I ain't willin' to bet nothin', but it sorter chance to git what money he's got now. We
i:; trikes me that I'm goin' to smash that there might ride over to his camp an' gather up a few
bottle into a out seventeen thous'\nd pieces. Jest things there that would come in handy for us.
Wrench, you had better go an' see to that right
watch me."
Then he took a quick aim and pulled the trig- away. I'll git that horse all right."
Then one by one the villains slipped away, and
ger. Crack! As the report sounded the bottle
by th time the fresh supply of bottles had been
'
flew into pieces.
"I told yer so!" exclaimed the villain. "This brought to the place Stuclw!r had bargained with
here claim is mine. But I don't want it, though," the miner for the horse, ind it was now in his
he· added, shaking his head, "so I'll out it up possess ion and paid for. _ Wild wa s so busy making
ag'in, this time the shootin' to be done at ten his preparations that he failed to notice that the
oaces, which is enoul!'h for anv one to· shoot at a villains were leaving, and it was not until Jim
called his attention to the fact that he knew any·
bottle."
"Are you _goin' in for it, Jack?" some one thing about it. Stuc~er was going away, leading
the horse he had purchased, when Jim told the
a sked.
" No, of course I {m't. Ain't I puttin' it up for young deadshot about it.
"Hey, Stucker," \Vild called out, "what's your
a prize ? What do I want to J?o in for? I'm the
best shot in this here bunch, an' there wouldn't hurry?"
. "Oh, I ain't interested in this hem g ., , Young
be no sense of me goin' irr, 'cause I'd be sure to
Wild West ," came the reply. "I don':. .•nt that
"' in the claim back ag'in."
They talked it over, and, accordinp-l y, the bar- claim, a s I said. I put it up for a p r ize, an'
rel was brought up to within th } specified dis- as I ain't goin' to do no shootin' myself I ain't
tance. This time the first man broke the second got no furth~r i~ter~st in_ it . . L":t her go.' I hope
bottle, which Hop had produced. Having- no the one as wms 1~111 stnke 1t nch."
Then the villain went on, and- Wild permitted
more a coup.e of miners VQ!unteered to g-o to the
saloon and get a good supply. While they were those who had ventured in the second contest to
waiting the villain called Dan, who had set out go on with the shooting. But the distance was so
to buy a horse, reac~ed the scene. He called short that they all hit the bottle each time it was
put upon the barrel for them.
S tucker, and then in a whisper said:
"I bought the horse _all right, an' I sneaked in ' "You fellows are shooting pretty straight:"
the feller's shanty an' cleaned him out of some- Wild said, in his cool and eaSi' way. "I reckon
we'll have to make the distance· a little longer.
thin' like ,two hundred dollars."
"Good!" was the reply. " We're havin' quite a So far no one has won the claim." ,
little time here, but tonight is when we'll have
"I don't want to win it," one of the contestants
the big time. When we leave Sizzle Camp there'll declared, laughingly. "I ain't goin' to stay here
you
don't
an'
here,
money
less
be a whole lot
more than two or three days. I jest went in the
forgit. it."
shootin' match 'cau se I rather liked it."
·"r don't want it, either," another spoke up
Then the r est of them said the same thing. ·
"Gentlemen, I am a little surpri sed at this "
CHAPTER VUI.-How a Gold Mine Was
our hero said, as he stepped over to the barrel a~d
Opened.
shook his head. "From what Judge Brown has
The seven villains got together and it was not told me th1 claim must certainly be a valuable
long before they all knew how successful Dan one. He has an idea that there are tons of gold
had been in not only obtaininl!' a horse at a under the ground somewhere around here."
"The jedge has been dreamin'," declared a
cheap price, but in robbing- the man he bou_ght it
lanky young man. '~He's one of the sort <ff men
~~
"I don't know a s thirre's any use in stayin' wh~t•s always l_ooki~' on the bright side of things.
around here any !ting-er," •ck Stucker observed, I w1?h I was hke him, 'cause it does happen . that
as he looked at the cro"'l! that was _gathered the Jedge has got a fine payin' claim, thou~h it
about Young Wild West and his frieI\dS. "It will peter out putty soon, 'cause he'll neve:i;, dig
sorter seems to me as thoµe:h there couldn't be down far enough to git to the mother lode."
"Don't you worry about that, Hankins," the
R better time to steal what we want to git hold
judge retorted, smilingly. "You have been in
of an' li_ght out."
"We're short a horse yet," spoke up one of hard luck ever since you struck Sizzle Camp, an'
bein' a putty good sort of a young man, I don't
.
them.
"Well. I reckon we kin mighty soon buy a horse. mind givin you a chance. We want to boom the

.
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camp, an' the only way to do it is to git things
goin' lively."
"How are you goin' to git 'em goin' lively if
;you ain't got no money to spend?"
"You ain't got much money, eh?"
"I haven't got enough to git away from here
with."
"All right, then. We'll git up another shootin'
match an' give you a chance to win the claim._
I don't mind tellin' you that I'll pay a hundred
dollars for the claim."
What the judge said interested the crowd
greatly. His offer of a hundred dollars for the
claim incited them to take a chance at it. Several
of them ran up to Wild at once, and asked him
to arrange another shooting match. The boy was
quite willing, so he paced off a distance of a hundred feet and then a bottle was put upon the barrel. Having numbe1red them all, the boy called
them off in ·their turn. As many as twenty-five
were in thi s time, for they were all thinking of
the hundred dollars the judge was willing to pay
to the winner. It happened that seven of them
tied so they had to shoot it off to see who the winner 'would be. Two more tied, and then after six
shots had been fired one of them was declared the
winner of thi: claim. His name was Mulligan,
and, true to his pr omise, Judge Brown stepped up
and paid him a hundred dollai-s. He got a receipt for · it, which was to the effect that the
claim was his, with the privilege of filing it at
the government ) and office.
"Now then, Young Wild West," the judge said,
a s he took a chew of tobacco, "I'd jest like to let
Ha:bkins take a shot at a bottle."
"I can't shoot straight, an' you know it," the
lanky young man declared, with a laugh.
"All right, then, I'll give you an easy shot _.a t
sl)ort r a nge," ·wild spoke up, and then he carried
the barrel over close to the foot of the bank and
placed a bottle upon it. ·
·
The bottle was not quite in a line with the
dynamite that was secreted in ~he cra<:k, . If the
shot was fir ed slightly to the right _of 1t it wo_u4d.
hit ' the dynamite and cause a ternfic explosion.
But if the bullet went to the left the chances ~re
that there would be no other result than a miss.
Wild knew pretty well from what he had heard
that Hankins was anything but a goo~ shot. He
figured that it might be his luck to _explode the
dynamite, for he meant to. ma~ him keep on
shooting until he had emptied the charlfters of
his revolver. In ca se nothing happened then the
young deadshot meant to J.>lace the bottle in a_n
exact line with the dynamite and ,then smash 1t
and set off the explosive at the same m st t.
"Here you are, Hankins," he said, poin~ing ~o
a mark which he made upon the ground with his
toe. "Stand right h e're and see if vou can't
smash that bottle. I want every one else to stand
well back, for there is no tt!lling just wh&t may
happen."
Wild now motioned the crowd to get back.
and they did so, the girls taking care to get
around a corner of a rocky projection. Hankin s
placed his right foot upon the line the young deadshot had made upon the ground, and then raising
his gun shut his left eye and took what seemed
• to be a 'careful aim and pulled the trigger.
Boom! A terrific explosion occurred when the
man fired the shot. ·
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"There!" exclaimed Younl!:' Wi d West; "I knew
you couldn't shoot straight enough to hit the
bottle, but . tour shot has opened a gold mine!"
When the boy said this he did not know whether
he was right oi: not, but he did it more for the
benefit of the judge than anything else. Astounded and confused by the terrific repoi-t, the crowd
of miners did not hurry to the scene of the explosion right away. But the judge did. He was
the first to get there. A vast opening had been
torn into the face of the rocky cliff, while pieces
of rocks were scattered all about. Two or three
of the miners had narrowly missed being hit by
the flying missiles, but fortunately no one was
hurt.
"Here's'the mine, all right," the judge exclaime~i triumphantly, as he pointed into the hole.
"Now then, we'll find the gold."
Wild joined him just then, and the two stepped
down into the opening. At one side of the break
in the cliff a sheak about a foot in depth showed
with a reddish yellow tinge. •
"By jingo!" the young deadshot exclaimed, his
eyes opening wide when he saw it. "Judge, I
1·eckon you knew what you were talking about.
This is a gold mine all right. ~ was afraid I
might have to take back what I said after that
fellow exploded the dynamite. But it is a gold
mine all right."
Jim Dart, who had come with Cheyenne Chulie
into the hole, now proceedErl to examine the vein.
Though he was but a boy, he had put in enough
experience in that sort of business to know what
gold was.
"Piles of it here, Wild," he (;aid, turning to the
young deadshot and smilin_p,-. "I reckon the judge
is right. You have boomed the. camp a11 right."
"You sartinly have, Wild," the scout cried.
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wo•v, wow! Hooray
· fo1· Young Wild West."
The crowd was now gathered about the mouth
of the opening. The girls came up and room was
made for them to pass ani enter. Th ~y were delighted to learn that it really was a gold min~hat
had been opened by the exp losion.
"Where is the man who exploded the dynamite,
Wild?" Arietta a sked, looking around.
"I don't know," was the-reply. "Send him here,
some one."
Hankins was outside, the picture of amazement,
and when he learned that he was wanted he hurried down into the hote.
"You know what• I said right after the explosion, don't you?" Wild a sked, smiling at him.
"Yes, I believe you .said m_y shot had opened a
gold mine."
"Well, 'I told you the truth Here it is."
- "Is that streak runnin' through there gold?"
Hankins a sked.
"It certainly is. Pretty nice-looking stuff, too,
isn't it?"
"Great wildcats ! Who would have thought it?"
"No one but the judge. But the claim :s hi.,
now, so that m es it all right. It would have
been a shame for some one to own it3 ho had no
faith in it."
"Well, I jest wh,h this claim was mine," Hankins declared, shaking his head. "But it ain't, so
that's all there is to it. Maybe the jedge might
allow me somethin' for ooenin' un the minf!.
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though," and he turned and looked at Brown with
a grin.
"You kin bet your life I'll allow you sornethin'
for doin' it, Hankins," was the quick reply. "I'll
pay you a thousand dollars afore the weel<'s out.
Jest remember what I say."
"All right, jedge, if you find that you kin afford
to give me that much I'll take it, an' you kin bet
that I won't let the grass grow under my feet in gittin' away from here. After roughin' it untii
my money was all gone, I felt like gittin' out two
or three days ago. But how could I git away unless I walked? Walkin' is easy, of course, but
when you have got to go two or three hundred
miles it ain't pleasant to . thlnk of. All right,
Judge Brown, if you want to give me a thousand
clollars for openin' your gold mine I'll take it."
"Put your hand there, Hankins!" and the judge
gave him a hearty grip.
The miners were anxious to get inside the opening and see how it looked. But the judge placed
Wild in charge, and told him he would leave it to
him to see to it that they did not crowd any too
'°ast. The young deadshot had no difficulty m
handling them, and in about fifteen minutes every
man there was satisfied that a reaLboorn had
started at the camp. The fact that a v'.lluabfo
g-old mine had been opened in such a peculiar way
was enough to advertise the place. But most 0f
them knew the value of the ore and rock their
t->yes had been feasting upon, and estirnateE all
the way from ten thousand to half a million dolJars were placed upon the value of the claim.
"Do you know one thing, Young Wild West?"
the judge said, as the crowd began to leave the
place, "I'm goin' to use a little dynamite on my
old claim: As I. told yer when I first met yei-,
the ground in these parts is full of rich pay-dirt."
"I am inclined to think' that you are 1·ight,
judge," the boy answered. "You are- in this case,
anyhow, though I must tell you that I hard'ly .
thought there was a big vein here like this. Why,
the broken pieces of stones that are scattered
abl'Put contain ten per cent. of pure gold."
"This here is a lucky spot, an' you kin bet on
it," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "You won't find
another place like this anywhere around Sizzle
Camp."
· The judge took the precautions to see that the
piece of land was staked out properly and then
it was easy for him to hire a couple oi men to
remain in charge of the mine. Then accompanied
by Young Wild West and his friends, he left the
spot.
"I wonder what has become of the bad gang?"
our hero asked, as they were walking :ilong. ''It
struck me at the time that they might be up to
something. I think the best thing we can do is
t o go straight to our camp."
They were not long in reaching the camp, and
when they saw Wing lying stretched upon the
ground they thought at first that he was asleep.
But when the scout hurried to him fo!' the purpose of chiding him, for not eeping ·.1wake>, he
gave a sudden start and exclaimed :
"Great gimlets! The heathen is tied an' ga~ged, Wild. What's been goin' on here?"
The young deadshot quickly sprang to the spot,
and whipping out his hunting-knife, he severed
ihe bonds that held the Chinaman powerless and
then tore the gag from his mouth.

"Misler Wild!" exclaimed Wing, as h~ scrambled to his feet. "Bad Melican men come here and
stealee evelythling ley wantee."
Young Wild West was amazed. But he quickly
recovered himself, and, shaking his hear!, said:
"I can blame myself for this. I shoul~l have
sent some one after Jim Stucker when he left. No
doubt he sent his men away one at a tim~ for
the purpose of robbing our camp."
"Well, he's done it all right," the scout declared.
"But that won't make much difference. \Ve won't
be long in gittin' the whole gang. I •·eckon we
had better git right after 'em, Wild."
"That's right, Charlie. But I haFdly think they
would have the nerve to remain at the camp after
doing this. I think we had better saddle our
horses and be ready for a chase."
"Come on, then, Wild," and the scout at once
ran to his horse.
•
Jim Dai::t followe_d him, ~nd then the three were
not _long m saddl_mg then· horses. They . r~de
straight. to the Mmers' Joy, wh~re _the rnaJonty
of the rnmers had gathered by tl11s time. As they
came to a halt_ near the door a man ran up to
th~.m and exclaimed:, .
.
,
Jack Stucker an his gang has ht out, an
• ~h~y've robbed e.very sh~nty that had anything in
it m _the way of m<;>ney.
•
.
Without answerm~ the man, he turned to his
two partners and said:
_
"Corne on, boys, we mus~ take the trail. We
have boomed the camp all right, but we have got
to catch the thieves now. It won't do to let them
get away."
CHAPTER IX.-The Villains Quarrel Over
·
Their Loot.
Jack Stucker and his men had done their work
in what might be termed a systematic way. Nearly
,every one of them knew just about what he had
.to do, and the result was that by the time
Stucker overtook Wrench, who was on his way to
Young Wild West's camp, most of the thieving
was accomplished.
As fast as they looted a house the villains made their way to the old shanty to wait for the
arrival of their leader. Meanwhile Stucker and
Wrench crep~ up close to the camp, and when
they aw Wing, the cook, sitting- there dozing,
they felt that they were going to have an easy
thing of it. When they were pretty close to him
they arose to their feet and confronted him, both
cov ng him with their guns. Wing gave a
startled cry, but he had no chance, so when they
undertook to bind and gag him, the best he could
do was to put up a losing fight. When he finally
lay upon the g-round helpless and unable to make
an outcry, the tw~Tuffians began going through
the tents. But it happened that our friends
never left money or valuables at the camp when
they were away. They had learned that it was
not advisable through former experiences. However, the two villains helped themselves to what
they wanted in the way of blankets and cooking
uten sils, and then with as much as they could
carry they started for th'! old shanty where the
horses had been taken anc! they expected to meet
the rest of the gang. It happened that the other
five wei-e there when they arrived, and as Stucker
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listened to the)reports they gave, he nodded •h is
head delightedly and assured them that they had
done a great thing and would surely profit by
leaving Sizzle Camp for good. The villains had
done their work quickly, and it was not until they
were ready to mount and ride away that the
explosion occurred.
"What in thunder is that?" Stucker exclaimed,
showing no little alarm.
"Dynamite, I ::;-eckon," Wrench answered.
"They've blowed somethin' up over there. Maybe
Young Wild West an' the whole crowd has got
killed."
"I don't care if thev nave. But it ai1'1t none
of our business, so we won't go over to see about
it."
'
They continued on -unt!I nightfall, however, and
then came close to a running- brook in a sort of
p;len. Stucker had been talking a whole lot during the interval of riding away from the mininir
camp, and his words were nothing if not encouraging. But so far he had not said a word about
'the ~vision of the spoils. Probably there were
two or three there who would have been satisfied
if he never mentioned it, for they had made the
biggest of the hauls. They had brought provisions with them, of com·se, for they knew they
might be a day or two in reaching a mining
camp or town. Wrench l?'athered some wood,
and with the help of one of the others a fire was
kindled and it was not long before a kettle of
coffee was boiling over the flames. They had
theil· supper and then Stucker lighted his pipe
and, rolling a stone uo close to the fire, placed
a blanket upon it and sat down.
"Now then, boys,"--he said, with a business-like
air, "I reckon we had better see about how we
stand. We've left Sizzle Camp for good. You
all know that, of course. We won't dare to go
back now, 'cause if we do, most likely we would
git I nched or shot. I ain't been lucky enough
to git hold of arw cash mOW!Y-, I did expect to git
all that Ben Moody had, but when ~ changed
our minds about leavin' this afternoon instead of
waitin' till after dark, there wasn't no chance for
me to do it. There wasn't no money ·at Young
Wild West's camp, either, as Wrench kin tell
you. But we got blankets an' things to cook with
an' some .grub. That's my report. Now let's
ear from the rest of yer."
The villain called Dar. promptly stepped up
and declared that he had stolen two hundred dollars from the man he pu:·chLsecl the horse from.
He willingly turned his pockefs inside out, and
placed the money upon the l!'round. ,
"That's the way to do business," the leader exclaimed, with a nod of satisfaction. "Now the
rest of you come up an' dump out what you have
got. After it's all here we'll count it over an'
then we'll divide it. Me an' Wrench gits a bigger
share tpan the rest of ver, 'cause we're the brains
of the outfit,- you know."
.
"I don't think that's fair," a beetle-browed
feller with a very red face retorted, as he started
to come up with the others. "I reckon I was
'lfabout as lucky as any one in the camp, an' I think
I oughter have as much as you two felle1s. I've
got thirteen hundred dollars here in tens an'
twenties, af\' sixty-five dollars in silver, besides a
bag- of gold dust that's heavy enough for one man
to carry any distance."
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"You have been a mi.l?hiv lucky g-aJQot, Terrv,''
Stucker retorted, sneeringly. "Turn your pockets
inside out an' dump what you have got on the
ground. We've goin' to divide it in the way I
said or we don't divide it at all.''
"Do you think this is fair, boys?" Terry asked,
looking around appealing- y.
"Of course it's f.r.ir." Wrench spoke . up,
thou11:h no one else said i:. word just then.
"All rig-ht, then," and· Terry deposited the bagof gold dust and the money he had mentioned
upon the ground.
He was turning to step back when Stucker
arose and, taking him by the arm, said:
"Hold on, Terry. I kin tell by the way you're
actin' that you ain't· put"down all vou have g-ot.
Now then, we've p;ot to be honest among ourselves, so don't try to skin us. Turn your pockets
inside out."
"I've turned over to yer all I got," was the
reply. "I ain't g-oin' to turn my pockets inside
out for you or any one else. That's the kind of a
pairnin I am."
"Hey!" exclaimed Stucker, stepping back dramatically. "So 11ou defy me, do you? Me, Jack
Stucker. the leader of this here g-ang, the brains
of the whole outfit-with the heln of Wrench. of
course."
"I don't care who yer are. I was lucky enoup;h
to make the bi1?1?est haul, an' I've been kind
enoug-i-t to put what I g-ot on the g-round afore
yer. I hadn't oughter done that, but I didn't
want to make no trouble. But vou ain't g-oin' to
make me turn my pockets inside out, Jack
Stucker. Don't you try to do it, 'cause if vou
do me an' you will fall out right now."
"I'm goin' to have my wav about it if we do
fall out, Terry. Now then, I'll give you jest one
minute to turn r,rour pockets inside out."
As the villairl spoke he whipped out a g-un. But
quick as he was the other man was Quicker, for
before Stucker could raise the muzzle of the
revolver on a line with the man's breast he found
himself staring into the muzzle of Terry's revolver.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Terry, sneeringly. "You
thouR·ht vou was g-o:n• to git me th&_t time, didn't
you, Jack? But you <iidn't. Now you jest nut
that !?Un :Lway or I'll f nd a chunk of lead
throug-h your head."
Stucker sprang back in fear and alarm.
"Hold on," he cried, "what are you tryin' to
do?"
"What was you tryin' to do?" Terry asked,
sneeringly. "If I hadn't been quick enoug-h I
s'pose I'd been about dead by this time. You
was putty mad when you started to pull vour
gun, Jack. You meant to bore a hole through
me, an' I know it." ,
"There ain't no use in y..,u two fellers actin'
this way," Wrench spoke up, stepping- between
the two men. "Terry, you know as well as I do
that Jack is the boss of this gang. You mig-ht
as well give in right away, ~'cause if vou don't
there's g-oin' to be trouble sa1tin' sure."
"I reckon I'm ready for any trouble that comes
along. I 1,ai<l I wouldn't turn my pockets inside
out, an' I ain't g-oin' to do it. I'll say more than
th.at now. I'm e-oin' to keep half of tl1e monev I
stole afore leavin' Sizzle Camp. The other half
kin be divided among ver, an' I won't take noth0
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i~' of wh!t the rest J!Ot. That's what I call fair "All riJ!ht," Terry retorted, steppinJ! over to
where the money was !yin, but keepin_g- his rean square.
"Y ou miirht call it fair an' square, but I don't," volver pointed toward the two men. "Jest let
,vrench answered, his eyes flashi3:g. ''You put me see either one of vou Jay a finger on this pile.
I don't want to do it. but I sartinly will shoot the
away that gun, an' be quick about 1t."
Terry i;;hot a !!"lance at the others, and he no- fh·st one as tries it."
"You have got to _g-ive in, you two fellers,"
ticed that they ~id not seem i!1clined to interfere.
If thev reframed from domg so he had two Dan declared. "There ain't no use in actin' this
against him. But that made no difference, since wav any lon_g-er. Now then, what's it _g-oin' to
he was ready to shoot and they were not, Stucker be? Are you willin' to divide up even-?"
"No," shouted Stucker, and then he suddenly
having put his _g-un ba}k in the holster.
"Dan." he said, without hkinir his eyes from • leaped to _g-et behind a tree, at the same time
the two men before him, "I'm goinir to ask vou pullin_g- his _g-un.
But ~~ of the others happened to be standing
to do a little favor for me. Jest count out half
near enovgh to prevent him from doing anything.
the money I put on the ground."
"I don't know how 1 kin do that, Terrv ," Dan The revolver was knocked from his hand before
answered, with a shrug of the shoulders. "It's he could raise it hiith enoui?"h tu sh oot. and then
a_ struggle followed, in which the man was getall mixed up with the rest what's there."
"All right, I reckon you, kin count well enough. tmir the worst of it until one of the others ran
Jest count out .,even hundred dollars. That will to his assistance. The result was that Stucker
i:;uit me. Go on, now, an' I'll give you twenty- received two_ or three hard blows upon the face,
and soon lay upon the ground completely confive dollars for your trouble."
Dan hesitated a mome-t, and then st.arted to quered. Wrench did not offer to do a thing', But
showed that he had become frightened.
c-bev.
"What are you tryin' to do, anyhow?" he de"You let that money alone," commended Stuck·
e1·, anJ!rily. for he had now recovered himself manded, looking at Terry.
"Are you satisfied to divide the pile in equal
and was simply waitinJr for the chance to get a
parts?" came the query.
shot at Terry. ·
"Yes, I'm satisfied to anything."
"I don't know a s this trouble kin be settled in
"4ll ri_g-ht, th_en, you're showin' a little sense
any better way," the man ventured, as he started
after a lon.rr while. Now, Dan, .iest see to it that
•
to kneel to count out the mone ;.
I'll see what
empties his pockets:
"You let it alone I say! The first thing vou Wrench
S t ucker has got myself. I know he's sich a liar
know I'll take a notion not to e-ive you any of ·it." th
at he wou_ldn't show up all he's got."
'"If vou're goin' to take that notion, Jack, we
True to his word he went throuirh the pockets
had better fix it so you can't do it right away.''
Then Terry pulled another gun and stood de- of th e PrOS t rate man, and took from him every
mece of money that c<!uld be. found. Those who
fiantly before Stucker and Wrench.
not already em1;>t1ed t~e1r Pockets now did
"TherP ain't no use in actin' this way, Jack," had nd
[)ne of the others now said . as he stepped for- .dso, ta .th er_e wai; qmte a pile of money and gold
l\•ard. "I've thouJ!ht it over putty quick. an' I thus l_ym_g m a heap upon the irround. One ~f
e villams put mo~e v.:ood on the fire, and 1t
think Terry is about right in what he says. Let
l!an iro ahead an' count out the seven hundred blazed up bne:htly, lig~tme- the scene up so t)'ie:,,
were able o see exacuy what they were dom_g-.
:lollars he wants."
Terry st ruttea about exultantly, f(?r he now
"That's right," another chipped in. "Since the
th at he would be the leade1· wstead of
rhinP.' is started, I mi.l!;ht a s well say that I don't felt
Stucker.
th
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cried
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"You don't,
Dan and one of the others was .1~st. about to
inv da_pgerously.
., Proceed when a footfall sounded w1thm a few
"No I don't."
''This is a fi~e way for you fellers to talk to feet of th ef!l, a nd ~~en _as they started violently
m the chrec_tion the sound came from,
me after all I've done for yer. Ain't I fixed up a nd ~o~ked
1
k"
rang- out: h d
cf
ib~ut everything that we'w/ done to make tnoney, a
0 cI up your . an s, YC?U snea mg- coyotesl
.vith the help of Wrench?"
We have e:ot you dead to riirhts."
·
"With the help of all of us, you mean," an:;ther man spoke up.
"I mean that me an' Wrench done the plannin'.''
CHAPTER X.-The Villains Are Round~d Up.
''Not altoirether," Terry said, coolly. "We've all
~ut in a word or two that was worth while now
Several of the miners, including the judge, got
rn' then. Now then, Jack. seein' that they're all
. with me except Wrench, I'm goin' to do the fair their horses and started after Younir Wild West
1n' square thing. I don't want half the money and hi s partners, bent upon catchin.e: the thieves
[ stole. I'll divide it up among the seven of us, who had so successfull v raided the camp. But
provided the rest of it i done the same way.'' the v stood a very poor show of overtaking: the
it! " Dan exclaimed. "Terry always was three, since their horses were better than any"Tha
white clean through. Jack, you have got to come thing to be found in Sizzle Camp, and they had a
good start. Certainly Wild was not e:oing to let
clown to it, an' you have, too, Wrench.''
"Come down to nothin'," Wrench sneered. "I any grass grow under the horse's hoofs.
"Boys," the young dead i:;hot said, when they
reckon the dividin' of the money is g-oin' to be
done iest the way that Jack said it was at the had settled down to a steady gallop, "if we don't
catch those fellows before it gets dark the chancea
•tart."
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are we'll
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be away all night. We didn't take time have got a pile here. Must have out it in a heap
to brinJ!: anything with us in the way of eatables." so we wnuld have no trouble in rakin' ·it uo to
"We'll git 'em, all right, Wild," Che :enne take back."
' Up to this time neither of the men had raised
Charlie retorted. "The nags they're idin' ain't
his hands. But they must have realized that
good enough to keep ahead of us very long."
But the scout was mistaken in this, for they they 'stood no show, for suddenly they ·did so .
kept on the balance of the afternoon without com- with the exception of Jack Stucker, ·who had
in11: in si11:ht' of Stucker and his gang. But the risen to a sitting posture an was looking about.
trail was quite plain, and they continued riding him blinking like an owl tha , had sudrlenlv been
nntil it began to ·grow so dark that they were brot11?ht into the sunlhrht. It haooened that he
hardly able to see the hoof-prints any longer. But had been stunned from the blows he had received, ·
just then as thev came to a halt upon the ere~ and coming- to at that moment, he had no idea
of a hill the sharp ~yes of the young deadshot be- • that there was any one else there b'u t his companions.
held a light somethin11: like half a wile ahead.
"There you are, boys!" he exclaimed, jubilantly.
"What did vou want to hit me like that for.
"There's a camwre over there, and it's a oretty b0v,; ? " he asked, in a whining- tone of voice. "I
sure thing that the villains are there. I'm mighty dirln't know you would go back on me like that."
"Hello, Stucker," a voice called out, and then (
11:lad of this, for I don't like the idea of being- on
the hunt in the dark. No..y then, we'll ride on Wild stepped up to him, revolver in hand.
'•Young- Wild West!" gasoed the astounded rasslowly, and when we e-et close enough to that
fire we'll dismount and e-o -the rest ()f. the wa v o_n cal.
"That's just who it is, Stucker. We had ouitP.
foot. We must catch them dead to' ;rights, for 1f
they have a chance they might put up a nasty a long chase, but we have ·cauJ.?:ht you at last."
'.'Don't take :ine a prisoner, Young Wild West."
fi11:ht."
It was a 11:ood chance to let the horses rest a Stucker 'cried, as he J!:.ot uoon his knees -:md held
bit so they were kept at a walk until thev came up his hands. ·"The rest took charge of everyto 'a small· patch of wood·s that was only about a thing an' wasn't goin' to let me have a dollar, not
couple of hundred yards from the fire they had even what belong-ed to me afore there was any
stealin' done."
been lucky enough to see.
"I reckon we'll leave our horses here," Young"That ain't so!" exclaimed Terry. "YounJ!: Wild
Wild West said , in his cool and easy W"V as he West, don't vou think for a minute·that he's any
dismounted and an oiled his lariat. ''Thev <:an better than the rest of us. He wanted more than '
nibble away on the grasR while w~are attendmg- his share, an' we had a row here. I s'oose while
to Stucker and the rest."
the row was goin' on vou fellers had a g-ood
In less than five minutes all three horses were chance to Jrit here without us knowin' it!'
That's it exactly, mv friend." the voung- deadtied so they could have a prettv e-ood ~scone to
11:et the benefit of the grass at the erlg-e of t~e shot yetorted, smilingly. "You e:ave us a very
woods. Then Young- Wild West nodded to his good opportunity. But even if vou had not been
partners and · set out cauti.ously to appr.oach the quarreling I reckon we would have 11:ot here jest
camp. Once thev were at- the other side of the the same. We always- 11:et what we are after,
little strip of trees and undergrowth, ti1ey could anyhow, so don't feel sore and think you e:ave
not only see the fire. but. the m~n who were ~ta~d- us the chance."
"Th.ere ain't no use in feelin' sore, as I kin
ing about it ai'. well. The actions of the v1llams
told them plainlv that something was wrong. and see.' I done mv best, an' I'm willin' to take what's
when they heard aPP-rv voices they decided that comin1 to me."
a quarrel was in proJ!:ress.
"All right, then. I'll take charge of your hard"Struck 'em in iest about the right time. I . ware, and then you can out do wn vour hands."
reckon," the scout ooserved. noddinJ!: to the voung Jim Dart remarked, as he stepped up to him.
"Maybe." he a ,lded, with a laugh, "it would be
deadshot.
It happened that they reached the scene in time rather tiresome for you to hold them uo for a
to witness the strut?J!:le that took place when few minutes."
.
Stucker was worsted.
Jim went from one to the other, and soon ,had
ActinJ!: with the utmost caution, the three who all their weapons in his possession.
were so well experienced in woodcraft moved on
"Just keep them covered so they on't have a '
toward the unsuspectin!!: vil111ins, who were about chance to run off in the tllrk," .Wild advised. "I
to divide their loot. There was no trouble what- am J!:OinJ!: to take a look arountl and see what
ever in J!:etting- right close to the men. an•l whP.n they have here. I believe thev took some blankhe thouJ!:ht the proper time had -arrived, Wild et:; and other things from our camp.")
arose to his feet and gave the command for them
He was not lon11: in making the search · and
to hold up their hands. If he had shot one of finding everything that had been stolen, including
them no more astonishment could have been the provisions.
caused. Utterly confounded by the sudden ao"Bovs," he called out, "I reckon we won't have
pearance of the boy, the villains glared at him, to wait till we get back before we have somethingscarcely making- a move. There stood the boy, a to eat. Here is quite a little, and as it was stolen
revolver in his hand, and iust then Cheyenne from us, I think it will be II riirht for us to· eat
Charlie and Jim Dart aooeared, one on either what we want. 11
side of him.
"That's it, Wild!" the scout exclaimed. "S'pose
"We've got yer, I reckon," the scout sai . as he we tie the sneakin' covotes together an' then
,;upper?"
coolly walked up and looked at the oile of money have
1
Here are a couule of
' A good idea, Charlie.
and bags of gold dust.
"Great g;imlets, Wild!" he added, "they sartinly roues. !'ll attend to tying; them myself."

•
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The boy started with Jack Stucker, fa stening
his hands behind him and securinl!:' them there
with a double knot. Then he went on with the
same rope, and soon had the whole seven tied tol!:ether, so they were about three feet apart. Having done this much, he took another lariat and
proceeded to loop it about the waist of each
man.
"There you are," !J,e said, when he had finished
and made the last kno
I reckon if one runs
away the rest will have o l!:O, too. I'd like to
see you fellows start off, for it might cause us to
laul!:'h. Certainly you couldn't take very long
steps."
Cheyenne Charlie had .already turned his attention to what there was fit for e1:1tinl!:'. and
presently he was brewinl!:' a pot of coffee. There
was plenty of bacon there, and when Jim had
washed the frying-pan--.and scoured it with sand,
i;ome of it was sliced and was soon sizzling over
the fire. In less than half an hour after the
villains had been captured Younl!:' Wild West and
his partners were .able to sit down to a fairly
decent meal. The prisoners were left standing,
and when one of them wanted to sit down while
our friends were eatinl!:', he could not do so without the rest doing the same. This caused the
scout to laugh, and Stucker promptly began
pleading for his liberty. But no attention was
paid to him, .and when the three had finished
eating what they cared to just then, the stolen
articles were gathered up and the horses belonginl!:' to the prisoners were broul!:'ht forward.
Then it took about fifteen minutes 'to straighten
out thing-s so they could set out for the mining
camp. '!;he villains had to be untied again, o
they could be pl.aced on the backs of the horses.
But they were tied securely. just th~ same. and
their booty was· divided and attached to the ho es
with them. The money and bags of g-old dust
had'· been untouched by our friends up to this
time, for they knew it was perfectly safe where
it was. Not knowinl!:' to whom it belonged, they
divided it between them, and then with the bags
of dust mounted their horses and the start was
made. It was well along toward midnight when
Young Wild West and his partners rode into
Sizzle Camp with their prisoners. They had not
ridden hard on the way back, for it was not neces. arv for them to do it. The Miners' Joy was
lighted up the same as usual, and owing to the
noise the miners were making- inside, no one
heard the approach of the party until Wild dismounted and entered the barroom.
"Hello!" cried Ben Mood y, excitedly. '"Here's
Young Wild West."
•
"That's right," the young- deadshot answered,
a s he stepped inside and faced the eager crowd.
"I've .e:ot back at last. We had to go Quite a
little distance, you know."
"How did you make out?" a dozen a sked at
about the same. time.
"Fine. We always make out all right when we
set out to do anything. Where is Jud g·e ~rown ?"
"He's g-one to his shanty," the proprietor answered. "He got tirecl qf w.aitin'. He ain't been
g-one more than half an hour, though. I reckon
somebody will g-o an' irit him for yer."
"Well I think he is the one we want just now.
We hav~ g-ot Stucker and his gang- outside."
Then there was a rush for the door, and when

the excited miners saw the villains in chare:e of
Cheyenne Charlie .and Jim, Dart, a crv went up
that echoed throughout the entire mining camp.
Thos who had been robbed were so angry at
the prisoners that they were for lvnchinl? them
. without delay, But Wild was not e:oing to permit anything- like this to happen.
"See here, .1rentlemen," he called out, sternly,
"I want you to understand that these fellows are
my prisoners. I am l?Oinl? to see to it that they
are g-iven a fair chance for their lives."
• His words had a deep effect upon the crowd,
and thoug-h many of them talked in whisp~rs, no
•one ventured to go ag-.ainst the boy. One df them
·went to the judge's shanty and ouickly returned
with him.
•
"Where· is Youn11: Wild West?" he asked.
".H ere I am," came the reply, and the boy
stepped out to meet hipl.
"I s'pose I want to· shake hands. I don't know
what else to do," the jud.R"e said, with a e:asp.
"You have g-vt the whole kit .and boodle of 'em.
I see."
"I don't know whether you're the proper person to try these fellows or not, iud.e:e," Wild said.
after things had quieted down i bit and the prisoners had been placed in a room of the Miners'
Joy. "They call you .a judge, but I hardly think
you have been duly elected to such an exalted
position."
"I reckon I kin try 'em all rig-ht. All's I've ~ot
to do is to Pick out a .iury,• was the reply.
, "Yes, but that wouldn't hardly be the fair
th'ing,.
ou know what the verdict of the jury
would be, don't you?"
"I sartinly do. But you know they're _g-uilty,
don't yer?"
"Oh, yes, I know that well enough. In case
you did try them and the .iury bl'Ought in a
verdict of g-ui!ty, what sentence would you impose upon them ? "
"I'd say hang 'em," was the 1·eply.
"All ri.R"ht, then, you can't try them. They
must be turned over to the sheriff of the county."
"Jest as you say, Young Wild West. Don't
think that I'm .e:oin' to e:o agin anything- vou
want don.e. I'll send somebqdy sb;.aig-ht to the
sheriff the first thing in the mornin'. He oug-hter
g-it him here by tomorrow night."
"All right, we'll stay here·tomorrow, then, and
see to it that the thinl? is done in a lawful way."
The judg-e was a i, good as his word, and a little
after dark that night the sheriff and half a
dozen deputie ~ arrived, at Sizzle Camp. The next
morning- the 'prisoners were escorted away by
the sher iff, and then Young Wild West and his
friends decided that thev had nothing· further
to keep them t Sizzle Camp, so they set out in
search of fresh adventures. A little later they
learned that the boom had a wonderful effect
upon the camp, for it brought many men there
besides the necessary machinery to do the mining, and as the dirt panned out well. there was
no doubt that it would be some time before any
on~ would think of abandoninir the place.
Next vreek's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE 'BUSTED' MINING CAMP:
or, ARIETTA AS AN AUCTIONEER. "
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Th-e Young Fire Fighters of Oakland
By

DICK ELLISON
A Serial Story

CHAPTER III.-(Continued)
"A list of fire wards of the town of Oakland
and their fire signals, as prepared by the town
council," read Tom. "Good enough. I'll commit
them to memory."
"All of us mus t do that, so that when a fire
does come we can locate it at once. By the way,
our uniforms came down from Boston by express
this m-orning.''
"Did they?" said Tom, with a look of pleasure.
"It will make your mouth water to see those red
shirts, the fronts cut in the form o:( a shield,
black trousers for use when we have our receptions or gcf on parade, while belts with 'VolunteeT
No. 1' on 'em, and the regulation fire hats-they
are beauts.' There's a splendid trumpet for you,
and a less handsome one for me as your assistant,
both presented to the company by my father."
"Your father is all right," said Tom, enthusiastically.
"Of course he is," said Fred, fervently.
"I only wish I had a father, too," said Tom,
with a sigh. "But we can't all be so lucky."
"I wish y.ou had, but many of the boys are in
the same boat with yourself," said •Fred, consolingly.
"That's right; but still they've mothers, or at
· least some near relative. I've nobody. Mother
died when I was l\n infiµit, and father went West,
where he died, too leaving_ me with Mi. Brown,
and here I've remained evet since:"
-"So yo~ told me before. Does the old fellow
t reat you any better than he did?"
-,
"Y~s, somewhat. I've had several rac½ets wit_h
him you know, which kind of brought him to his
sen~es. He's found out that I'm getting too old
to be imposed upon."
"I should say you are. I suppose he made a
big kick when he heard you had come rnto the fire
company-."
.
"You can bet he did, · but he has got over it.
He'i:ouldn't get any one to do the work about the
store I do, even for twice the-money he grudgingly allows me.''
· "Didn't your father leave you anithing whim
he died?"
"Not that I've ever heard of."
. "He might have done so without you ever knowing of it, mightn't he?"
.
"I suppose so."
"You ought to make Mr. Brown tell you whethhe did or not."
"And if he didn't choose to tell me you couldn't
drag the information from him with a double
team of oxen."
"Maybe the old fellow will leave ;you all his
s avings when he dies. He ought to, at any rate."

~ er

"He hasn't any thought of dying for years to .
come, I've heard him say.''
,
"Well, he's a tough old knot, that's a fact. I
,g uess he's likely to last till he withers up am:
blows away.''
"I shouldn't wonder. By the way, will yoi::
have time to go down to the station this afte1noon ·and see about getting our engine and hos=
reel up to that new store we'rn going to use fo r
a firehouse for_ the present?"
"Sure I will. I've spoken to several of the b,iy,
who have promised to come alon_g- and draw her
up."
,
"All right. All hands must be on hand early
to-night. Ike Hurley is going to show ns how
' to attach on to the hydrant and drill us in working the pump. We'll dust the cobw.ebs off some
of those Main street trees."
"I'll bet we will."
;
"Say, Fred, I've got a new recruit."
"Have you? Who is he?"
·
"You don't know him, Just come to town, <ind
has only been in the country a few weeks. H is
name is Meyer Suppesgreenz, and he's a dandy
for fair."
"Meyer Soup Greens! What are you giving
me?''
·
"That's right. Sounds like Soup Greens, doesn't
it.? It's spelt S-o-u-p-p-eg-r,e-e-n,z. His unc 1e
keeps a grocery on Putnam street, not far from
here. I'm goin_g- to introduce him to the boys tonight."
.
.
. "By giniter! I'd like to see him. If he's anything like his name the boys will h.a ve no end of
fun with him. '
"Maybe they will. But he's no fool, let me tell•
you. He's got the language down fine for a "le"<
arrival. Told me he learned it from a cousin who
had returned to Germany from America. Of
course he's got a strong accent and gets the cart
before the horse sometimes. But I guess if w !
went to the other side and tried to gabble German we should make a show of ourselves."
•
"That's right. I wouldn't like to try it."
"Now, Fred, you'll take charge of the boys till
I get back to the store with the mail."
"Of course. We'll practice every night now
We want to take the shine off those academ,
chaps. They've been sneering at us e -r s
,
they heard about the new company ."
"So Josh Kidder told me last nig ht. He ·m,·t
Percy Pewett, foreman of Washington Engi11e
Co;mpany, and Nicholas Nipple, fo.rema"l of. L; feyette Hook and Ladder Company, tlie tv-o acad-emy organizations, and they snickered at the idea
that the town boys could make any kind of s110\Ving at all. I hope -to take their concejt down a pe 6
or two."
"We'll do it all right: They're nothing but ;;;how
and glitter, while we mean to attend strictly t<1
business."
.
·
"Well, that's our agreement with the town authorities. But those academy fellows have a fiM
engine and apJJaratus, and th:ey're an athldir.
crowd, being iA constant gymnastic practice. I
don 't see why they c0uldn't make things hum a.t ~
fire if they'd a mind to.''
·
"We'll see what they can do when the chan:::e
comes. If they had any other fellow than Percy
Jewett in charge I'd have mor•~ confidence in
them. B ut he's one of those chaps thut ·wants
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to run things. If he wasn't the son of.a vel·y rich
man he'd got thrown down long before this."
"Percy Jewett doesn't worry me," said Tom.
A custome1: entering at that moment, Fred
Harper took his leave.
Tom Sedley went early for the mail that ~venin11:, as he had a packaire to deliver at a boathouse on the river front.
As he wheeled up to the read toward the station, after performing his errand, he noticed a
man slinking about the King Philip mills' warehouse.
The wareho,use was closed ft>!" the night, and
was quite dark, except for the flicker of a lamp
standing in a window of the top floor, where ]i:dward Van~ and his daughter Dora lived, rent
free, by courtesy of the company.
The man didn't obsE!rve the approach as the
bicycle made no noise on the smooth ground. His
actions were so unusual that Tom took an extra
good -look at him.
There was something familiar about his figure
that riveted th~ boy's notice.
At last Tom was close upon him.
"By ginger!" he muttered, "it's the dark-featured man who called to see !'l'IY guardian this
morning."
CHAPTER IV.

In Which The Members Of Volunteer No. 1 Show
What Might Be Expected Of Them.

Mark Helstone looked up suddenly and, observing Tom on his wheel so olose at hand, turned
quickly on his heel and started off toward the
bank of the river, -whistling carelessly a popular
air.
"I wonder what brought him down here at :this
time of night?" thought the boy, looking after his
retreating form, "and I wonder what he wanted
with Mr. Brown this morning? From the way he
spoke to me at the station I guess he must have
lived in this place years airo. Seemed anxious to
know if my guardian was still postmaster. Well,
I don't like his face. I'd like to know what he's
prowling a1·ound the warehouse for. If I were a
c
able I'd make him explain his actions." ·
thi ime Tom was a quarter of a mile from
the warehouse, and his thoughts returned to the
fire company which had engrossed his attentions
now for more than a week. A few minutes later
he wa!; at the station, waiting for the night mail
from Boston.
As soon as he had delivered the bag to Caleb
Brown he started on foot for the grorery store
kept by Osca~ SuppegrE:enz. Youn~ Meyer was
waiting for him, accordmg to previous arrangement.
.
..
"I vos all ready to go py der firehouse _und Jom
me dot gombany you toldt me apo1;1d dis mornings. By shinger, dere vasn't no flies apoutl me
alretty yet."
.
And Meyer Suppegreenz's face exp3:nded mto
a typical grin.
,
''Come on, then, we've no time to lose. YC\u re
just the kind of fellow we need. You look strong,
and I guess you're not afraid to put your shoulder to the whe_e l."
"Sol You vant tne to mofe der wheels. Well,
I done dot, too."

"You don't Understand. I mean to say you're
not afraid to work."
"I ped you I work pedder as der next shap. Off
I dol'l'd I go by de:r pack door und kick mineself."
"You will find us a jolly crowd, all right,
Suppegreenz."
"I like me dot," said the German boy in a tone
of satisfaction.
•
"You mustn't mind if they try to have a little
fui:i with you. They're built that w3y."
"Vot you means py dey're puilt dot vay? I know
dot houses vos puilt, but poys-ach ! I understand me not."
"I mean that it's a way they have."
'.'So? You means dot's der vays dey act. Oh,
veil, dot's all right. I took a choke und sometimes
I male me some funs mineself."
"I see you're all right, Suppegreenz. There's
some of the boys now. That's our engine-house,
and there's the machine in the street. By the look
of the street I should say Volunteer No. 1 was
hying to flood the town."
As soon as the members of the company saw
Tom and his compa'n ion they surrounded them
with a hurrah.
"Who have you got with you, Tom?" ~ked Sam
Willett.
."It's the new member, b'gosh, Harper was telling us about," voluntee1·ed Josh Kidder.
''Boys, this is Meyer Suppegreenz, and I 1Yant
you to give him a hearty welcome," said Tom
Sedley.
"Soup Greens!" roared the boys, vociferously.
"Is that his name?" asked several in a breath.
"Hello, Soup Greens," said Willett; ".d ad to
know you."
He gra~bed the German by the hand and gave
it a bear's squeeze.
"Shimmany Kristmas! Vot you dinks, anyvay;
dot I vos made off ,e:ast iron?" said Meyer blowing his digits lustily while the crowd roared.
"Shake!" said Kidder, extending his hand.
"Oxcoose me, pud you don'd caught me twice
dimes py dot tricks. Vot you calls dot foolishness? S'bose I pud mine fist by your nose, vot
den'! You see somedings, I ped you."
"Hello, let me talk to him," said Andy Bright,
pushing forward. "What I don't know about German would fill a book. Say, Soup Greens, speck-.
en sie Deutsch?"
"Yah," said Meyer, beginning to look interested.
"Ich mockinsich puglookstooken tomatoes paragorix, ain't it?" said Andy, with a sober face.
"Ach ! Mine himmel, · vot you call dot languagees ?" gasped the astonished German lad.
"Why that good German, you chump. Don't
you knoZv your own lingo?"
"Is dot so? Well, I ped me your life you know
more as I do aboud it. Vot you <look me for,
anyvays?"
"Where did 1·ou come from, Soup Greens?"
asked another boy who thought it .was ti!J-1e for
him to chip in.
"Sti·assburgenhausenstuffenfeld t - by - der Rhine," said Meyer, glibly. .
,
.
"Suffering beeswax!" exclaimed his questioner,
aghast. "Say that again."
Meyer repeated it without a smile on his face.
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
MUD TRAPS WOMAN
A woman tenant on the fa rm of Ben Lawrence
near Rocky Mount, N. C., narrowly escaped dt:ath
from drowning in mud recently, when she attempted to cross a field after a heavy rain. She
sank to her armpits and hours of work by several
men was necessary before she could btl extri••
cated.
The woman's predicament was discovncd by
L?-wrence while he was makinl!" an ivspection of
hi s farm . Rescue ,efforts were started shortly
• after 10 A. M. and it was; not until after 1 P. M.
the following day that she was released.

,

•

~

Approach street intersections cautiously, with
car under full control.
Keep brakes in proper conditions-better sure
_
than sorry.
Use tire chains when streets a,re wet and covered with ice and snow.
Adjust or repair any mechanical trouble before accepting fare s.
·Obey the traffic rules and signals and com,_.
mands of traffic officers.
Always be careful, realizing your responsibility toward others.
Be courteous and polite always; it pays in the
short a.nd long run.

SAILS WITH SNAKE VENOM
Raymond L. Ditmars, curator of the Bronx
Zoo, with his wife and family, sailed recently on
the Munson :liner Southern Cross for South
Amer ica. Mr. Ditmars is going away for six
weeks to help perfect an anti-snake serum which
not only will cure bites by poisonous snakes but
'
wiU act a s a preventive. He said:
"I am taking- with me, evaporated in a jar.
more than a gallon of 'rattlesnake juice,' co!lecterl
from all over the United States during the last
year . It vull · be injected into horses little by little, starting with a dose of two small drop:; and
·
increa si ng it over eight months."
It is the largest amount of snake venom ever
collected, sufficient to kill the entire popu :ation
of New York City.

STAYS AWAKE FIVE DAYS AND NIGHTS
In an effort to determine the effects of protracted wakefulness on the human body, Dr. N .
F. Fisher and Dr. Nathanial Kleitman of the
University of Chicago remained awake continuou ~ly for five days and nights, . says Popul.ar
Scien:ee Monthly. They took turns at the experiment, one acting a s observer while the other
stayed awake. Two assistants were necessary
to keep the experimenter from falling asleep during the latter stages of the test.
_"The fi ;st day was, of course, easy," says Dr.
Fisher. 7Any ne can stay awake for a single
night, and most persons probably have done so.
~he fourth night found me terribly depressed.
I did not want to ~rk at all. All I wanted to
do was sleep. To make the task of staying awake
-----I
for me, my attendants took me to
BEES CAGED WITH PLUM TREES TO a little easierhope
that the excitement and change
a cabaret in
INSURE RICH CROPS
In the great ;:>!um-growing di stricts of North- of scene mi!;ht stir me up. Riding there, conto
ern Califo1'nia bees are being caged with the trees stant prodding by my escorts was required
the motion of our cab from putting me t o
to insure pollenization o the blossoms with pol- keep
len only from other trees of equal quality says sleep.
"I was extremely sluggi sh on ·the fifth and last
Popular M echanics. Much loss has been ~ccas- '
ioned to growers in the past due to cross-ferti,fi- day. I had lost all interest 'in everything--exzation of their pure-bred plums with pollen from cept sleep. I had to force myself to perform even
wild sp ecies and inferior varieties of the do- the slightest movement, and I had to keep movmestic fruit, resulting in crops of poorer grade ing all the time or fall asleep on my feet. The
and smaller size. A framework covered with experiment was becoming a nightmare.
"At 10 P. M. I was permitted to sit on my bed
strong mosquito net is built around each tree and
a. nive of bees is installed in the inclosure when unattended, and immediately I dropped over t~
the blossoms begin to ap1)ear. Freshly cut flow- the mattress, sound a sleep. So I remained, aler from plum rees of equally good grade with most as lifeless a s a stone, for 10 hours. Then I
the one caged are suppJ.ied to the insects each · awoke, arose, dressed mysel and went about my
day and from these blossoms the little workers work as u sual. I was not o active a s I should
carry the pollen to their home tree. Cages J-tave h3:ve been, st\ll I was. a~le to woi;k and to accomal so been equipped with wheels so that an entire phsh somethmg. W1thm two days I was quite
orchard can be covered with only a few of the normal again, seemingly none the worse fo r my
experience."
inclosures in a short time.

A DECALOGUE ADOPTED FOR TAXICAB
DRIVERS
1
The Empire State Taxicab Chamber of Commerce has adopted as its slogan "T e Public be
Saved," and it has sent out 50,000 copies of a new
"Ten Commandments" for drivers. They follow:
Be considerate of pedestrians and other motor
vehicle operators.
Never drive recklessly, give signal when stopping or turning.
Don't turn corners fast-or without warning.

"Moving Picture Stories"
A lVeekly Magazlne Devoted to Photoplays and Player8

PRICE TEN. CENTS PER COPY
E.ach number <'Ontnins Three Stories ot
on the Screeu- Elegnnt Halt-tone Scenes
- Interesting Arti cles About Prominent
Films- Doings ot Actors nnd Actresses
and Lessons in Scenario Writing.

the Best I•'ilm~
from tl,c !'lam
P eople iu tii~•
in the Stuu,o
•

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New Yark City
166 West 23d Street
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
NECKLACES OF EGGS
Necklacts of wild birds' eggs are now being
made. The eggs are paired for size, and after
blowing are treated by a chemical process and
the insides filled with a light composition to give
them solidity. As the shells have different markings, novel effects are produc
HARD WINTER FORESEEN
Next winter will be 1011,g and hard, according
to investigations by the astronomer-priest, Father Gabriel, which Professor Guillaume Bigourdan,
director of the Paris Observatory, has described
to the Academy of Science.
Father Gabriel has discovered that the Lunar
solar cycle of 744 years is devided into two period s
of 372 years and four periods of 186 years. He
says the weather fellows these periods, and that
this winter will be as sE,vere as were the winter.,
of the years 1653 and 1740. His observations
are based on researches into the works of h istorians, poets and writers which were likely to give
weather indications.
FORD TO

HIP BY AIR TO ALL PARTS OF
UNITED ST ATES
"The purchase of the FQrd Moter Company of
the Stout _Metal -{\:irplane Company mean::; that
we will manufact e a fleet of commerical airplanes to carry our own freight to practica 1Jy all
parts of the United States," Henry Ford said
recently.
'
"Details of our plans for the expansion of the
plant and increased production of planes ar;:, for
the present a little vague. The future will determine all of that," Mr. Ford continued.
"The Ford Motor Company pians to connect
the various large cities in the United States by
air n1ails and maintain a regular schedule of deliveries. These cities will inclucie New York,
Buff:itlo, Minneapolis, Chicago, St. L:m; , , Cleveland, Indianapolis and others."
FIERCE CATS INFEST TRAJAN FORUM
RUINS
Many a tourist has wondered about the fierce
breeds of cats that make their home in the ,uins

of the Trajan Forum and around the outer walls
of the Pantheon and in other classic remains of
antiquity. All these animals are unusually big
and all of them are ferocious fighters . An old
Roman, speaking of this curious phenomenon, explained that in Rome the superfluous kittens are
never drowned. He thought the Americans were
barbarous in ridding themselves of their surplus
cats in that way. In the Eternal City the kittens
who are considered "de trop" by the master of
the household are taken to one of the great ruins
of the monuments, either by the children or the
servants, and food is brought to them for a few
days thereafter. Then they are forgotten and
must shift for themselves. As a result the law
of the survival of the fittest works with infallible
severity. The cats that are able to overcome the
hardships of their environments are about the
toughest specimens of their kind outside of what
natural history recognizes as "wild cats." The
Ro1'nan cats around the Trajan Forum, etc., will
positively not be petted.

••

.... ..

LAUGHS
"Who was the best man at the wedding?" "The
bride's father." "How could that be?" "He
signed all the checks for it."
"'
Bix-Does your wife ever go to the club for
you ,when you are out late? DLx-No, but she
goes for me when I .11:et home.
"Why is he so bitter at the girl he was only
recently engaged to?" "Because when she sent
the ring back she labeled the box 'Glass-with
care!'"
·
"There's nothing so hard to ride as a young
broncho," said the WestemE:r. "Oh, I don't know,"
replied the man fro~ back East. "Did you ever
try the water wagon?"
·
"I thipk the baby has your hair, ma'am," said
the-nurse girl, looking "pleasantly at her mistre·s s.
"Gracious!" exclaimed the ladv, glancing up from
her novel. " un into the nursery and take it
away from him. What will that child do next?" "When I was a boy I walked three mile~ to
school every day, rain or shine." "Yes, dad, 1
kn·ow all abo1,1t that. Grandfather was telling me
the other day how he usually had to drive you
every step of the way with a club."
"How do you like your new home?" a friend
asked a man who had recently moved into the
village. "Pr!ltty well." "Have you called on
vour neighbors yet?" "No," the newcomer admitted, "I haven't. But I'm goinJ!: to if any more
of my wood is missjng."
"Look here, .vou swindler!" roared the owner
of the suburban property to the real estate Jnan.
"When vou sold me this house, didn't vou sav
that in three months I wouldn't part with it for
ten thousand dollars?" "Certainly," said the real
estate dealer, calmly, "and you haven't, have
you?"
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POINTS- OF INTEREST ·
GOLD IN BROOKLYN .
" _G old-diggers" are now at work on Coney's
beach, Brooklyn's own summer resort. . A shovel
and a sieve and a little sifting often net a .valuable
I"ing 0l" other trinket. The beach-combers repcrt
a profitable season.
TARGET RANGE MINED FOR LEAD
A unique and profitable lead "mine" is being
worked in an abandoned cornfield long used as a
target r ange by a· Western trapshooting club, according to Popular Mechanics. Over t}1e traps
from which clay pigeon are flung, an almost
steady ha il of shot has blen poured fo r years by
sportsmen in practice and contests. The "prospectors" are reclaiming tons of this lead with a
sluicing machine of the type that has panned
many millions of dollars' worth of gold from the
streams of the Pacific Coast. Since most of the
metal pellets lie withiR six inches of the surface
of t he ground, "pay dirt" was struck immediately
with the first shovelful of soil lifted. It is estimated that approximately thirty tons of lead shot
arE! scatter ed within the limits of the range, and
a value 01 $5 ,000 accordingly has been placed on
the mining 1·ights.

one-half miles of the surface of the earth, threefourths · ~ below the seven-mile level arid seveneighths is below the ten-mile level. Thus the
solid eatth has but a thin coatj,rlg of air only
about one-fortieth as thick as the diameter of
the earth at its greatest; or, if we consider the
atmosphere only in its appreciable ~xtent (aboul
forty miles above the earth), only about one twohundredths as thick as the diameter of the earth,
a mere coating not thicker, relatively speaking,
than the skin of an apple of ordinary size.

FIRST NEW YORK NEWSPAPER
New, York's first newspaper was published just
200 years ago. It. was a modest little sheet less
than one-fourth the size of a page of The Times
and appeared weekly. A bronze tablet on the south
side of the Cotton Exchange marks the site of the
office from which it was issued. A few fugitive •
"news letters" had appeared fro!J'l. time to tirr.e,
but no regular p_u blication was attempted before
1725. The first paper was known at The New
York Gazette. In Boston a regular weekly pape1·
was published at an earlier date.
·
""
There was not much news for the New York
public two centuries ago. The ,-Gazette consisted
of a single sheet, printed on· both sides, its page
two columns in width and the whole contents
.measuring less than one modern newspaper colTAXICAB DRIVER RETURN_S $10,000
Money and jewelry amounting to $10,000, left umn.
In fact, The Gaze'tt~ printed almost no local
by Martina Davids, twenty-eight, of No. 4_8 West
72d street New York City, in a taxicab at Broad- news. Foreign affairs were of superior interest.
way a nd 42d street, were turned ovef- to the po- The first ;number devoted its first page to the text
lice by Solon C. Sondaltzi, thirty-one, of No. 228 of a treaty between the Emperor of Germ~ny and
East 40th street, driver of the cab, one hour after the King of Spain. The second news feature was
a "Remonstrance of the Clergy of France" preMiss Davids Jost them.
Sondaltzi explained the delay by the fact that sl!nted to the King against a new tax of 2 per
•
the treasure was not foupd until he returned his cent.
cab to the garage of th-e 20th Century Company, - The onlf gli-mpse of local life in early New
his employers. There, he told the police of the YoTk offered by The Gazette is to be found in the
West 30th street station, h& found an overnight . advertisements. Each issue contained but from
bag, containi11g $60 in cash, a beaded handbag, a one to five advertisements: New York then gave
diamond necklace, two diamond bracelets, six dia- promise of beco~g a shipping cenh•e. "Scarcemond and emerald rings, one diamond locket, two ·l y a week passes," it .appeared, "without the ardiamond bar' pins and a diamond studded lorg- rival or departure of some seagoing vessel." Yet
there were no ship news reporters on The Ga....., nette.
r
Th~ jewelry and money were return to Miss zette staff. The Atlantic crossing then required
Davids, who learned of -their recovery at Free- two months or more.
The real estat'1 an?\0uncements offered farms
port', L. I., whither she was bound when she suffor sale down to the present crowded dead line.
fered the loss.
Miss Davids told the police she left the" cab The suburbanite, however, was already flourishto do some shopping before taking a train for ing, for there are a surprising numbe of "planLong Island and did not miss the money and tations" on sale in New Jersey and Long I sland.
In almost every number of The Gazette there
jewels until twenty minutes later.
were advertisements of slaves fo1, sale. From
HOW THICK IS THE ATMOSPHERE?
' time to time the name of a traveler passing
Practicp.lly all, of the atmosphere is confined to through New York was mentioned. Otherwise all
a shell extendirrg- outward from the earth not attempts at acquainting the public with local hapmore than 200 miles, according to the best avail- pening-s ceased.
able evidence. Even at a distance of fifty miles
The Gazette managed to exist, though adverabove the earth the quantity of air is believed to tisements averaged only an inch or so weekly.
be almost inappreciable. The density of the at- A line across the ~ast pagoe announced that the
mosphere decreases rapidly as altitude increases. paper is "to be sold by Richard Nickel, Post MasIf the atmosphere were at the present sea level , ter, where advertisements are taken in." It was
density irom bottom to top, if would all be can- not until 1744, when the paper had run for about
fined within five miles of the earth. One-half f nineteen years, that it .achieved a circulation of
the mass of the atmosphere is within three and 900 c.ooip_q_
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WORK & WIN

FROl\1 ALL POINTS ,

Stories Abo~ Fred Fearnot

•

TWO RA IO F A::NS KILLED
Harold Newland, of 40.0 Glenbrook Road,, Stamford, Conn., and Cyril Barrett, of ~ondon, who
was staying in the same house, were killed when
Newland ' fluug a copper wi:re over a' 4,500-volt
high-tension wire. The pair were rigging radio
aerials on the hou se, and to get their wire. across
the street Newland tied a stone to one end and
threw it over the wires.
Barrett cau.irht the aerial wire as it dan.irled
and his body immtdiate]y became contorted by
th current which flashed through it. Newland
seized his friend to release him, and also was
killed . A policeman sought in vain to sever the
fatal wire with a bullet. The power had to be
turned off to permit the removal of the bodies.
Newland was the son of the late John Newland,
of New York, and was employed by the Brightson
Laboratories. Banett represented the Phrenix
Assurance Company, Limited, of London .
FIFTH OF INCOME TO GOD,
THEN STRIKES OIL
A romance of the triple tincture of oil, education and religion was disclosed at the University
of Chicago. A. G. Koenig, once a poor teacher,
who struck oil in Texas, has resumed his study
of chemistry at the university.
He started his course in 1917, but lask of funds
caused him to abandon it. In 1921, when he had
i;aved enough to produce a small -income, he made
two pledges. One, that he would give one-fifth of
his ..earnings to the Lord and humanity; and the
other1 that he would continue in the teaching p1·0- iession as the best fi el d of human service.
H began teaching at Mexia, where he ma<le a
wise investment in land that had a gas well
which, under his analysis, showed a gasoline content. A well was sunk, oil was found and his
yearly income increased in. six months to 100,000.
The same year he gave $20,000 to education and
charity.
PLEDGES

,,.

PAWNEE AND SIOUX AGREE
After a h .pse of fifty-two years all is peace
between two of the Middle West's most powerful
Indian tribes-the Pawnees and the Sioux.
Meeting at Massaei-e Canyon, three miles froJ1]
Trenton , Neb., th two "tribes, survivors of the
famous Pawnee-Sioux massacre of 1873, in which
the warlike Sioux killed 156 of the Pawnees, met
each other, cast bitter distrust aside, smoked the
"pipe of peace," and took part in a general three
days' powwow.
The Pawnees came from their reservation at
PawnE>e, Okla., while the Sioux came from the
Pine Ridge reservation 1 South Dakota. The Sioux
have cmmmemorated the event every two years
for man:ll'years but this is the first time the Pawnees have been willing to meet and smoke. Ten
Pawnees and seven Sioux took part in the "big
smok<'."
Among the Pawnees was Chief Ruling Hissun,
who is aid to be 107 or 108 years old. Several
Trenton "pale faces" also i:;rnoked, to show that
the white man· still was friendl:,- to both tribes.

We can still supply the following nt1mbers of tM
"Fred Fearnot" stories:
Price 8 Cents Each
1336 Fred J,'e;,rnot s S<-'a rch for Smith; or, The l\Ian Who
(;on!J Not Ue 1,-ound.

At tile l?nlr; ,,r, Shaking Things Up at Shag-

-1337

"

1338

"

town.
Hun L d; or, A Plot That Was Haro co Solve.

1340

"

Iail

"

Points.
Tempt>rance P1ay; or, Flghtlni:- Drink with the
Drnma.
D'i,,~~hmlllde; or, Down the .Great Mountain

1342

Call h~ Wire, s; or, the Friend Who Played
him raise ..
" nn<l thl' Queer Qunrtette; or, Jim, Jack, Joe
and J erry.
" a~fraf~e T~f!;e ~elegrapber; or, Fighting the
8
" 'l'ry for Goal; Qr, Winning in the Last Moment.
" lndlnn Boy; or Clvllizlnl'( n Savage.
" v, ent l-<n crlflce I or, All for the Sake of a
Friend.
" and '"!'ired Tim'· ; or. 'T'hp T,azlest Bov In Town
" Foothnll Oinnts; or, Hnndllnl'( n Heavy Line. ·
" Exploring Trip: or, A Week In the Cry8tal

rn:m " sncl the Boy Boxer; or, Giving a Pugilist

1343
134-l

1345
1346
1:H7
1348
1349
l-350

"

CaveA.

an/I thf. Fur Hunters; or. A Trip to Hu/Ison'•
Jlny.
1352 '· Long Pns 8: or, The Play That Pu zzled All .•
Ja53 " and the '"Dutch Flyer": or, Up Against the
Champion Sknter.
13M " Mystic Mark: or, The Hlndoo'e Strange Wn.n-

1351

"

~~

135/i "
1356 "
1357
13:38

"
"

l351l

"

Jal',O

"

1361

"

1362

"

1363
1364

"
"

1366

"

13C7

"

1368

"

1369

"

1370

"

!371

"

1372

"

1373

"

137·1 "

1375 "
1376 "
1377 "
1378 "
J:{7!)

J3RO

]3 l
1382

"

"

"
"

.

Ice Cnttcr: or, TJ1P Fastest Boat on the Lnke.
sn/1 the Bov Mllllonnlre: or, On the Rond
.
to Rnln .
Hockev Winners: or, A Hot GAme on the Ice
Flv<>-1\rilP Slide; or, Tbe Tobo!!'gan In
-Mountains.
WPPk of Danl'(er: or, Dealing with the Whart
Gang.
ln the Gym: or. Winter Sport with College
Bo:vs.
and thP Burled Gold: or, Fighting thp Mexican
Bnnillts.
Ocean Voyage; er, Tbe Mystery or Stateroom
No. 10.
Hnndred -1111Je Race: or, Ten Hon rs on Skates.
and the Shipping Clerk; or, Saving an HonPSt
•
Hoy .
anih~'.;l,~:~nL:;,~!,~~;ry" ; or, The llo:v Who was
Lightning Drive: or, The Champions of tbe
,
R~k.
and" th.- Indian Queen: or, Tht> "Bad" Men of
·
the 'J'radlnir Post.
Cross Conntrv Run·~ or, WlnnlnA" the Great
Pnper Chas.-.
Training '!'rip: or. In the South with a Bnsebnll Nine
and Ll ttlP Dick: or, The Trials t>f a Poor
Worklnl'( Boy.
BnsPlrnll Giants: or. Winning the Opening

the

Gnml'.

Boy J.lfc-Savers: or, Brave Work On the
BeACh.
nt Lon<• Pine: or 'rhe l\Iyst,:,ry of the Moonshine
f' nm o
r1ny!ng the Game: or, Out With His New Nine..
.
Road Riders; or, .Rustling With Roughs.
and the Battery Boys; or, After th Wharf Rats.
<'lpn•r f'tnv, •s; or. B<'ntin1t Ont thp Batsmen.
lslHn,J llt~•stery: or. ('amping in Cnn:1,ln .
Roy llfnn·<>l: or, Jlrinl'(i nl'( Ont a Young Pitcher.
Hnrd Pnll: or. Wlnninl'( th e Single f1!'nlls .
Among the J'oor: or, The Dark Side or Lire.

Any of thf'.I abOve numb~rs will be mnil<'d to you "t'
JlON1age free. upon receipt of the price 1n n101u•y , ur
P0ti1na;e stnmp84

HARRY 11:. WOLFF, Pl' BLISIIER. INC ••
00 We•t 23rd Street,
New York, N. Y,

FEATS OF
STRENGTH.
Milo, the fa.
n-ous athlete of
Greece,
ancient
born 520 B. C.,
,rns victor at both
the Olympic and
Pythian g a m e s
for six t i m e s
in succession. On
or,~ occasion he
ran four miles
with an ox on his
shoulders, killing
the animal with
a blow of his fist,
and then ate the
entire carcass in
one day. An ordinary rn ea I for
t h i s · gluttonous
Titan was twent y:
pounds of brea·i,
twice that mucn
meat, and fifteen
- r,ints of wine.
Perydamus of
Th e s s a I i a,
another old-time
Samson, was a::rr:ost the equal of
Milo, b o t h in
prodigious feats
of strength and
enormous appetit;:. One dayso 1t is recordedhe seiz~d a bull
by its hind feet.
The enraged anirr.al finally managed to escape,
but is said to
have left b o t h
hoofs in the athlete's hands.
Maxaminus, the
giant Roman emperor, could twist
coins into corkscrews, p o w d e r
hard rocks between his fingers,
and do other
imposseeming
things.
sible
"When angered he
often broke the
jaw of a horse or
the skull of an ox
with his fist. His
wife's· bracelet
s:!-rved him for a
ring, and every
day he ate sixty
unds of meat
and drank an
amphora of wine.

LITTLE ·ADS

Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 630 Broa,d,way, New York City, or 29
East Ma,d,ison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine
-- -

AGENTS WANTED ·
AOENTS-WRITE FOR FREE SA~IPLES.

- - - - - - - -- - - - + - - - - -

Attracth·e young lady, worth
Club, liox 1022,
i25,000, will murry.
Wic hita, K a nsas.

NOTICE -

Sell Madison "Better-Mad~" shirts for
large Mauutncturer, dirc-ct to w .-arer . No
IF LONELY " Home Make r''·; hun caµitn l. or exp<'ri<'nc<' r<'Qt1ire<l. Many earn HARRY
dreds rich; rellnhle, J"ears experienct-; de•
~100 w eekly• ancl hon us. Madison Mfgrs.• scrlptlons
free . The Successful Cluh, llo,c
!\03 Broadwn~-. New York.
1'156, Oakland, California.

AGENTS TO TRAYF;T, BY At:TOMOBILE TO

intro rlure our rn,t $l'l li11g, poµul11r priced
hott 0 <'ho ld necPssitiP8 . 'J'he grentest line on
enrth. ~InkP $10 a dny. ('omplt•tt' outfit and
ttt1tomohil<' turnishrd frPP to work e rs. Write
AmPrican
to,111,· for exclnsin• tPrrltory.
Products Co .. 4130 American Blrlg., Cinciunnti. Ohio.
NEW CAMERA tnkPR t1nd ftni s h PS photos
in one n1inute. l\I.nke monev f!e llin,::- cnm-

eras, or taking photos. F:xclusive territory.
Crown Co., Deµt . '067, Norw11ll., Conn.

ABSOLUTELY no com p etition S("lling Vnl -

Style milllnPr:v. Ev!'ry woman huys. ',:011
m11ke $25 to ~150 n week. WritP for SpP<'inl
'Ofl'!'r nn<l Ex<'l11si\•e Territory. Val-$t:vlP U nt
Co., ASl. Vnl-St)·lr Iluilcling, Clncinnnti. 0.

' HELP WANTED
OF:TEC'Tl\'ES

NEF.DED

E,·

RYWHERE.

Work hom e or trRvel, exper t~nee unnecPBNnry. Write George R. Wngner, former
Govt. Detective, 1008 Broadway, N. Y .

UARRIAGE PAPER--20th year. Rig IR•ne
with descriptions. µhotos, name• nnrl nrl clrP•""" · 2, cents. No "ther fee. Sent scalr•d.
Box 22M, R, Boston, MaH.
µhotogrnphs, dlrPt'tory end
de•crlntlons of WP lthy memher•
Plan Co ., Dent 3
when l1'lOlrrlt'd. Ne
Kansns City. Mo.

~rA RRV-Free

P"l

with
DIRV.CTORV
~fA'll1H'-'1ARRlA<lV.
Pal' ~•h<'n
nhntoR fln<I rto111rrtntioii!ll treie

m11rrlrrl . 1'hr F:xchsn,::e. Dept. 54!\. Kan•n•
C'ltv . Mn .
~rArtRY ~ WrltP for ht,: new dlrertnrv wit!,
ph nt n• nnrl dP•<'rlµtlons . ·"Frei'. NAtlnn•l
A~Pn<'v Dept. A. 460R, Sta. E .. Kansai
City. Mo.

C:11'"" A ~Wl':F."'~ ... ART. F.xchanr, .. lettl'U.
Write mp enclosing stamp. Violet Ray,
n._.nnlson. Ohio.

SILVERING Mirrors. French plate. Easily
learned.; Immense orolltll. Plans free. Wear llfAnRY- Lonely Hearts. join our <'luh .
ha..-p a comT>•nlnn for yoll, many W<>rt'h
Mirror Works, Excelsior Springs, Mo.
from J~.000 to *50.000. Descriptions, T>hotoa,
lntrorln<'tlnn• fl'Pe. SPn/1 no money. E!tan/1 PERSONAL
·ard Cor Cluh. Gra:v•lake, Ill.
ARE YOU LONESOME? Write Betty Lee,
Inc., Box 820 City Hall ~tatlon, New York !IWV.F.THEA RTS fol' everybo<l;v. RhmJ'eil
City. Stamp appreciated .
The Lily Cluh,
·env«-lones for propo•nl.
Statton H, Cleveland, Ohio.
HUNDREDS seeking marrlag.-. It slncne
enclose stamp. Mrs. F. Willard. 2928
Broadway, Chicago, Illinois.
NO't'fC'F.-Attrnctlve young lad:v worth $25,000.00 wlll marry. Club, B -1-o22, Wlcb.lta,
LONE L V KEARTS- 1 have a sweetheart for K a nsas.
you . Exchange letters: make new friends
Efficient. conftdentlnt and dlgnllled service.
Members · evertwhrre. Eva M-oore. Box 908,
SONGWRITERS
J acksonv111e. Flo rid a.
SEND TODAY for free copy Wrlter'a DiLONELY-Little widow, tired living alone,
gest; tells bow to wrJte and sell abort
, very wealthy, I dare you write! 111. U. stories, 8botoplays, poems, songs. Writer'•
Digest, -22, E .· 12tb St., Cincinnati.
Club. Box 305-23, San Francisco, Catlf.

..,A

----------

l••&•i,tl."iB•fr.!;iftffl;,ii--1
em -"1":!::
ere to nd
ow an
MN_, PubllehlNr. Co..

8S Como B•lldlllL CIII-•

-YOUR VOICE
f H ROW
Under the table, Into a

YENTRILCXIIJISN

taught almost any one at home. Small cost.
Send TODAY 2-cent stamp for particulars
GEORGE W. SMITH

Room S-2. 125 N . Jeff Ave., Peoria, Ill.

Trunk. down Cellar or
anywhere. Our lessons
v•NTBILOl,!Ul8ll:
lu
teaches you. Wi£h our

VENTRILO

(fita in the mouth and

cannot be seen) you
imitate Birds, Animate, etc. without

~~~!~urt0auu'°d i!f:· of

.JOKSS by mall for 1P.., .V:-JI
~ ~
Unlver•al Dist.,
Box GS2. Stamford, (lL

•

/
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."What Would I do t f- I lost ,my job?"
W
HAT would you do? What would your
wife and children do?

3uppose your employer notified you tomorrow that he didn't need you any longer?
Have you any idea where you could get another position?
You wouldn't have to worry if you were
a trained man. You wouldn't have to spend
your mornings reading the "Want Ads" and
then trudging from place to place, meeting
rebuffs and discouragements, piling up bills,
finally willing !'to do anything" if only you
could get on somebody's payroll.
Don't have this spectre of unemployment
hanging over your head forever. Train yourself to do some one thing so well ·that your
services will be in demand. Employers don't
discharge such men. They promote them!

•

Decide to-day that you arc going to get the specialized training you must---have if you arc ever
going to get a real job and a real salary. It is easy
if you really try.

you just as they are training thousands of other
men-no matter where you live-no matter what
your circumstances.
At least find out how, by marking and mailing
the coupon printed below. There's no cost or
obligation, and ·it takes only a mqment of your time,
but it may be the means of changing your whole life,

Mail the Coupon To -day/
.,. -

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONOtNCE SCHOOLS

\

Box 4489-D, Scranton, Penna.
11

th•w~~~ftY~/~rt 1~r S! .':~j~~t
11

c;i:;,: '~~lchmi ~~;e ~=~~.3°:! 'i/
1

01

BUSINESS TRAIN I NG COURSES

Bualheao Management
1S•le1man1hh>
Induatr1 A.l M anaKement
AdYertl alng
Per&onnel 0rganlzatloo
Better Lettera
Traffic Management
Sbow Card Letterlnc
B ualneu Law
~tenoKT• PhY and Tn,Jna
Ra!,1k1ng and Bank lne La"
Buetneu E r,igJiah
Acoountancy( tncludlneC.P.A.)
Cll'll Service
~i<'holson Cos t Accounting
R ntlwa:t Mall Clerk
Bookkeeplng
Commari School SubJectt
Ptfva.te Sec retar,
I Ugh School Subjects
Spanish
O French
111 ..t,atlnr
O Cart..Dlq
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

I
I

Elcctrl cal Englneerlnr

Electric Llchttnii
Mecha nica l E nelnee r
!fecha nlcal Dra!t1man
Machine Shop P racttce
Ra11road P o1ltlon11
Gas Engine Ooeratlnc Civil Enclneer
Runeyl ng and lfapplJia
Metallurgy
Steatn En r tneerlnl'
Radio_

!Archi
tect
A.rchttecta•

Blue Prints
Contractor and Bullder
Arch itectural Draftsman
Concrete Bullder
Htr uctural End ntier
Cbeml1try D Pharmacy
Automob11e Work
Ah:plane Enetnea
Navtr atlon
Aericulture and PoultrJ"
MatbemaUca

Name ............................................................ _
Street

.......... ............. __

a•e•a•

AddrUI ......................... _."....................... __" ............................. _

Right at home, in the odds and ends of spare time
that now go to waste, you can prepare for the
position you want in the work you like best. For
the International Concapondcncc: Sdioo)3 will train

Clty .. ............................................... J!tate......... ,............................. _

Occupation ......... .. ........... .. .. ........... .. ..... .
Per,on, re1U(ng 1n Oot1Gde1 11'ovld

·1end"t~i~·;,·~;;;~"t;··;~~-J~i;~

litnal Corr11pond,m,:• Bolool, CalOGClio1t, £l.,ile4, Monlr•al, CanoH,

1

om m; !!;; •WHN{M1j

• .
•
•

L~g~~t1A I

L ucrezia Borg ia
was the dau ghter
- - -._
of Pope Alexan- .
a•u
It
der VI a nd a sis-!
Do•'•!>e•if.!orS36" week al••·· O•• ··"'
~I
:i: ~~~~.'f.o8:~~~lth~~d~~
t er of C a e S a I I McNabb.
8'8 S prios WOTII: near ~ bardu f'OU do now. Let m• train
Atlanta , Ga . . m u . . J'OU. for on• oftbeH bl.pay '4:?b11rlabtiDFOQr
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f amous
l700ln24 daya
ownhome-Ju•tllkel trained tbemea.wbou
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'
on1!..!!"!..ce11U&da)'.Completeoiitlttoftoola
Th e B org1as
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an Italian family
Write lie at OMe
,
· h ongm
· · l
Aaswertbe call of Electricltr - ~
•
O f S pams
............
...,,. Tboue• Dclaot
,...
Scbffc:k,Pboenb: , are need.cl.. ()p~ rtu.nltl.. ai-e nenw
..,
prominent in the .t.ria.,..... ,20.c1a, Suce- ....... quick with tnialdlr,
O
•
t!t•
11
t;~~::..
~..o~~t
fifteenth and sixL . L.C••""
Chief E n CHICMO INGINU:.IMG WOlll<S.Dept. 2Q61
teenth Ce nt u r·ies,
2190 Lawrence A.¥.,, Chlcaso
who&e m ost pow-j
11
erful m embers es~AM!~
tablish ed a repu t ation for wicked- '~-:·d~~n ess and t reachat ISO• wook
ery. Lu cre z ia
Borgia was born
in 1480 . She was
a wom an of great
b ea u ty an d 8V-JUST WEAR.ING irHESE
charm, but in her
early years, it is
A ntW kind or 1hoe--claimed by some,
l n,lslble
she was as wick- u1tre.-sty)lsh-has
steel arch sunoort that re·
Une:; toot strain and tthea
ed as she was wonder!ul
comfort. J u • t
b eautiful.
H e r wear these shoes of nnest
f i r s t marriage aualltY F REE1 and show
was annulled and ~o-.::'an t ~anf~ •ri:m:i"~! Style Plua Comfort
low prices. There la
$3,95, $4,95
}
h er second hus- maitn~
no easlei:, pleasanter way to I And a few higher '
make So to $ 1~ 3 dayl
b and was mur- Hundreds
do!~ It, full time and spare t ime. M11. Whit,
dered by Caesar. made $ a l\rst day. Miss Jensen mllde $63 1n one
wlll appoint one wom111 1n each com•
W ithin the course week. Style-Arch
8
·
aa!'
:
:1~
1,~~
11~~.a~~d•g~~~o f~~t ~g1:rleJ:nd~~;!:
of a year after ~~U'
Pay P-01tman not one cent. Mall postcard today.
his assassination FRF.E.
lt)'le•Arch Shoe Company, Dept. 1249 ClnclnnaU, Ohio
she married Alp110n1:,e
d' ste.
She then b came
a liberal patroness of the poets,
who ende·a vored
t o repay her benefactions by lau dLovely Do ll, 12-lncheR tn ll, Jong
ing h er as t h e
R 1ll AL CURLY IIAIR, rosy
b iSQUC face, EYES OPEN and
pat t ern of every
CLOSE,
arms , legs and head
virtue. Th e ch armove. IIandsome stylish dress,
acter of Lucrezia
bon net. shoeR a nd stoc k ings
that tak(' orr. A "Ll , CI\'F,N
Bor g ia has been
•a..v,,;.:-;:.e~;;;;;.m n.g~~
for srll ing on ly 36 pnckth e subject of
CJH.• wing- Gnn1 nt ~c
much cont roversy
n pkg. " 'rile totlay.-,
but recen t histor- B L l ' I N ~; JIIFG. ( 'O.; 277 Jl lill S t. , ( 'on co rd
1ca1
researches Jct. . ~lu t-~.
have placed her
in a very much
fairer light , and
a....- - it has been sh own
e-Shot Flneat
Perfected Revolver
beyond
dispute
Sella eloewhere at $111.00. Quick
hat after her
u a naah. aafe• .-reat l)flnetratinsr
power aod true inarkamanabip. Blue eteet or
marriage to Alnlckeled, J:8. 32. 21 or 22 calll,e-,. all aama
phon so d'E ste h !'r
price. Satiafactioo or money back. SEND
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You Want to Earn Big Money!
And you w lll n ot b e s atlslled u nle~s you
earn s tead y pr om otion . But are yo u
prepared for the job ahead ot you?
Do you measure up to t he standard
that Insures success? For a more r esponsible position a fairly good education is necessary. To write a sensib le
Im lness letter, to prepare esthnn.tes, to
figure cost and to compute interest, you
must have a certain amount ot prepa rution. All this you must be ab le to do
before you will earn promotion.
Many busmess houses hire 110 men
who.se general k11owledge is not equa l
to a high school course. Why? Because big business refuses to burden itself with men who are barred from promotion hy the lack of, elementary ed·
ucatlon.
·

Can You Qualify for a Better
Position
We have a plan whereby you can. We
can give you a complete but sirnplifl.ed
high school course in two yenrs, giving
YOU all the !'SS!'ntials that form the
foundation of practical business. It will
preparP you to hold your own wbrre
competition is kt'Pn and exacting. Do
not doubt your ability, bnt make up
your mind to it nn ,I you will soon ba,·fl
the reQuirements that will bring you
Buccess and big money. YOU CAN DO

l'l'.

Let 11~ show you how to get ou the road
to success. It will not cost you a sing le
working hour. Write today. It costs
you nothing but- a stamp.

._AinericanSchool
Dept.H-684
Dresel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago

·····················-····························
lmtrican School, Dtpl He914 Dmel AYI. and 58th St., Clllcaiiu

Send me tun Information on the e u bject checked ••d

flow you w ltl help ma win sucoaaa.
_ ••.Architect
...... Rusin . . . Law
•••... Bulid l"S Contractor

. ..... Au tomobile EnatnNr

••••.. A uto Repai r man
...... Clvll Ensfneer
. .....Structural EnafnNr

_ ....Lawyer

- .... Mach .. Shop Praetlc•

1--~.Mechanlcal Ena:lneer
.......Shop Supertntendent
•-···Employment llana1•

...... Bualneaa Manaa:er
...... Sfeam Enaln...-····C•rt. Pub. Accou ntant ...... Foremanshlp
_,, •• Account ant A Auditor
- .... Bookkeeper

••.•.. Dra ftsm a n a D••lpu
······ El&etric al Enctne er
......General Educ• tlon
...... Peraonal Analycla

••••••Sanitary EnaJIMW
,,_,,Surveyor a M•pplna

......Tel.&Tel. Enal.....-

.......High SchtiolQraduala
_ ••.Wlrelo•• Radio
_ .Undecided

Nam• ............... _ _ ,,,

AdJr..,... ................................ ,_., __ , _ _ o_•- . .

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
\.

Cseful, Jnstructiv~ and Amusinl(. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subi'ect.
\.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACOLUM AND DBEAM
,iooK.-Contaln!ng the great oracle of human destiny;
,,Jso the true meaning of almost any kind of dream~.
together ~Ith charms, ceremonies nnd curious games of
,·urds.
No. 2. ROW, TO DO TJUOKS.-The p:rent hook of
magic a11<l card trlrks. t>ontalnlng full 1nstructinns nn
:· 11 Jeadirt..<:" card tricks of ':he day, also th" most popular
magical 11Jus1ons as pnformed by our )l'Rdlng mngl•
,·l• us; every hoy shoul<l obtain a copy or this ~ook.
No. s. HOW TO FLIRT. - The arts nnd wiles of
flirtation are fully explained hy t111s little hook. Besides the vn rlons methods of handkerrhicf, fnn. glove.
pRraeol, w!n<lnw and hat lflrtnt!nn, it contnlns a run !ht
d tbP lnna:una:e and SPnt!ment of flowers.
No. 4. Ho,v TO DANCE ls the title of this little book.
Tt contains fnll Instructions In the art of dancing, ell"nette In the ballroom and at parties, bow- to <lrPss. 1mil
•, 111 directions for call!ng off In e11 popular -8 1Juare
,1anees.
·
,,,
•
No. II. HOW TO MAKE OOVE-A comphate gul<le to 1nve, courtship and marriage, giving sensible itdv!ce,
rnlf'S and P.ti(luette to be observed, with many curiou s
•
:incl intel'f'stlnl!: thlnl!'s not a:enerallv known.
No. e. HOW TO BECOJIIB AN ATH'LETE.-Glv!ng
fnll lnstrnrtions for the nse of cl11mhel1~. Tndlnn club,

nara11el bars, borlzont11I bnr~and various other mp/lln ··•
l'f developing n good, healthy muscle; containing over
,·J,cty Illustrations
No. 7. HOW TO KEF:P BIRJ)S.-HnndMmelv lllus•rnte~ nnrl N>ntn!nlnf? fnll Instructions for th<' mnnna:e•'lent an,1 training of the canitrY, mockingbird, bobolink,
"larkb!r<l. nnrn(JllAt. parrot. PtC.
No. 9.

HOW TO RECO!\fF, A

°'' ENTRIT,OOUU,T.-

Hy Harrv KennpcJy. Every lntellhrent boy rPRdlna: tllls
1,ook ot instrnctlon• can mastPr the art, nrnl C'rentA nnv
nll)ount of fun for himself and friends. Tt ts the gr;,nt""t book pvn rmbllshNl.
, •
No. 10. HOW TO ROX.-Tbe nrt nf S!'Jt-ilPfl'nSP mnile
""SY
Cont,\ininl!' over thirty lllnstrntlnns of gnsrrls,
,,;~,v"a nnd the dlrrerent, pl;.dtlons 'Jf n a:oorl boxer, F.very
"ov should obtnin onl> of these t1sef11l ant'I lnstr,wt1ve
"ooks. as It will tn<cb you to hox without an ln•trnctor.
No. 11, HO\V •ro WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A moat
c'omplete llttle book, rontalnlng full d!rectlc;,ns for wrlt'na: Jove-lettPrs, and when to use them, givrng specimen
ktters for voung- and old.
No. J2.

HOW TO WRITE LETTER" TO T,AT>TE8.-

WILD WEST WE.EKLY
LATEST ISSUES

lHG Young Wiltl WeAt and the R ed&kin Rustlers·. or,
Saving thP CnttJc.
'
1147 " Fight on the Mesa: or, Surrounded by Grensel'fl.
1148 " Leat'l!ng a Raid; . or, Arletta and the Bnrs of
·, Gold .
.
•
1149 " atB~;d:r~e C mp; or, A Ftmrth of July on the
11110 " Cornrred by Apnclles; or, Arl etta and the
PolRoned Arrow.
111it " 8ll(l "Tnno~ent Ik e": l'r, Trappln
a Tricky

Rustler .
•
ll!'i? " Prnirl<' Pnrsnlt: ''"· Arletta n ' cnpttve.
llti:l . '" · and the Tex a, Cowboys: or, The Scrimmage

1154

•·

wlt'h the l'lbeepmen .
Washing Out Gold: or, Arietta's Luck~• Dis•

llnll
1l5r.

"
"

Mexican ~fhnp: nr. 1"ne Sliver Mine ntsnute.
at tl1c , vidow's Claim: or. Arietta's Brave De-

1157 "

an,l thc- Range Boss: or, Crooked Work. at tbe
Sleepy .J.
Cnngllt b.v !ltvages; or, Arletta's Daring
P.esrue.
and th<> Mexican Deedshot; or, _The Shooting
Match Ou th e Border.
at Hnrd Luck: or, Arietta nnd the Strenm of
Gold.
Detenrtinl!' a. Ranch; or, Besieged by Cattle
Rustlers.
nnc;l t he M!nf',r'R TraJ); or. ArlPtta's Gren• ::!hot.
nt Ace High Fair; or, The Llvelie•t 'l'ime on
RPCOr<l .
Risky RidP; or. Ar!Pttn nnrl thP Gnlch l1°n!!.
Buckskin Tlnnrl: or. Thp F1hPrlff's Bil!' Mistake.
Douhlo jl'rlnmnh: nr AriPtfa l"nvin,{ the l'1na:.
and "("nwhoy .Tn<'k": nr. i>noP!nl!' a 'Ranrh Raid.
OnJ,, Chnnre: or. Arlettn's Qnlrk Throw.
Desnerstf' Chnrgec; or. The F1hot That Beat tbe
RP<'!Rklns.
,
·
nt Gild Dust Flat: or. Arier.ta and the Secret
Blll]<l.
in Danger: or, HelpinA' the Trapped Cm·nlry-

1158

"

1159 "
1160 "
1161

"

1162 .,.
1163

"

llM
llH.'i
Jlflfl

,.
"
"

11117

"

1168
1169

"
"

1170

'

1171

mfln .

and t11e nutC'hmnn's Cl:1im: Or. Arif"ttn

1173

"

l174

"

Taming the <'owpnnrhr.>rs: or, The Hard Crowd
of Bull Tail Ranch .
After th<> "Vu ltures": or, Arletta I and the
Band of Ten.
,
Callin,r the Two Gun !\Inn; or, Saving n ShP;r'•
ltf's Lite.
.
an<! the Roy Rnnrhero: or, F.Telpini; n •reucler-

1175

"

1176

"

1177

"
"
"

1180

"

Prnn dPsirPR to know nhont.

1181

"

ll82

"

No.

20.

ROW

TO

ENTERTAIN

AN

:f.YENJ1"0

rAR'fY.-A most complete compendium of games. sports.
,·nrd diversions, comic recitations. etc., suitable for parlor or drawing-room enterta!nmPnt.
It contains ruore
f"r tbe money than auy hook published.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAM8.-'T'hls little
•·ook gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, toi· Pther with lucky nn<l un'ucky dnys. •

1183

"

1184

"

1185

"

ll8'l

"

1187

"

J1R8

"

1189

"

1190

"

•1EN.-Contninlna: full directions for writing to g entle" '"n on all subjects.

1191

"

,.,g- fnlJ ilir<'Ptlons for nil kinlfs of g:vmnnstir sports nnd
r'beltlc e.irerrlses. F,mhraP!ng thirty-five Illustrations.
r.v Professor W. llfacdonaM.

1l92 "
ll!l:\ "
1194 "

No. 24.

No. 25.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLE•

HOW TO BECOME A GV:lfNAST.-Contaln-

,Pnrlinir. l ~Tp-

T ,ifp _

'

De-

foot to RnccP~A.

1178

,·s;r;_ce;,i_

.

"

1179

'T'here's happiness In It.
No. 14. HO\V TO MAKE CANDY.-A romplPte l1nnilhook for m,~king nil kinds o.f cnmly, Ice-cream, syrups,
et';iow TO RF:CO~fl<) l'F.A U'lTF'UT,.-Onf\ ot
''1 ebril!'lltest nnil most vahrn hle little boo'k• Pver given
''l the worlt'I.
Everyhodv wishes . to kn<,w bow to hPr•omp hpnnti'nl, hoth malP and fem1tle. The secret IS
,..irnnl(' flnd ~hno~t ('o~tle~~.

f('nF=P.

1172

- 11ivina: c:-omplete instrnc:-tions for writing letters to
1,,it!Ps on llll subjPcts; nl~o letters of intro<lurtlon, notes
:in,l renuests.
.
•
No. 18. HOW TO no IT; Or, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.
--Tt Is n /!'l'PRt JJfe SPPret. ·01111 one that every young

,'()very.

an,l "Ginger J'ake": or The! Boss of Gimlet
Gukh.
and the- Choctaw Chief: or, Aril'tta .Df'fying
the :H!'dsldn•. .
DPfylna: nn Amhnsh: or, Arletta Leading the
Cavalry.
Snvet'I Ry n Sig-nal: 01', Arietta nn the Vnnishinl? T,ight. ,
nonhl<' Suhff'le: or. The Celchratlon nt Duckhorn Ranrl1.
('npturing a CltlP!; or, Arietta As a Cavitlry
Scout.
anrl the Lone Cnllin: or, The Raiders of the
Gor/!'e.
'J'rnrpcd In a Canyon; or, Arietta's Swing .l<'or
J,ifP.
At. A Redskin Pow-Wow; or, DoomPcl To Die
At. 'l'he F1take.
and the Doomed Mine; or, Arietta's Life at
F1takP.
Ritcing For a Ranch: or. Spitfire On His '.\fettle.
lllarkPd Ry Mexicnnfi: or. Arlettit an<l the SPnor.
and the "Silver K"icl." or, The Dnn<ly of the
Gulch ..
nnd the Yellow Bull; or, Arietta's Daring ERcarP.
Surrouuclecl By Death; or, The SeYe n Sticks of
DynRmite.
Staking a Claim: or. Arietta On"' Guard. ·
CTreas<'r Chase: or. The Outlaws of the Rorcler.
Swinging a Lariat; or, Arietta and the Wild
Horses.

ll'or • ale by ,all new• dealera, or wUt be l«.nt to &BJ'
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,
ln mone:r or at11m1>1, by

For sale by ell new:sdealers, or will be sent to any ad•
dress on receipt of price, Se. per copy, in money
or postage stamps by

166 West 23d Street
New York City
HARRY E. WOLFF. Publisher, Inc.

HARRY E. WOLFF', Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York Cit,:

~,,..

